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RECOGNITION

The sponsors of this International Exhibition of Photography have been awarded Recognition by PSA, the world’s largest patron of international photographic exhibitions. PSA, although it has provided Recognition, is neither a sponsor nor directly involved in the operation of this exhibition.

Valid acceptances received by PSA Members in recognized sections of this exhibition are eligible for PSA Star Ratings, listing in the world-wide PSA Who’s Who of Photography and credited towards the PSA Distinctions of QPSA, PPSA, EPSA, MPSA, MPSA2, GMPSA, GMPSA/B, GMPSA/S, GMPSA/G, and GMPSA/P.

PSA is a non-profit organization promoting the advancement of photography in all its forms to novice, amateur and professional photographers worldwide.

For information on membership and the many services and activities of PSA contact:

PSA PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA
8241 S. Walker Avenue, Suite 104
Oklahoma City, OK 73139-9401, U.S.A.
E-mail: hq@psa-photo.org
Web Site: http://www.psa-photo.org

GLOBAL PHOTOGRAPHIC UNION - GPU (former UPI)

is a worldwide interactive organization for anyone interested in photography, be they casual, serious amateurs or professional photographers.

Founded in Gooire, The Netherlands, September 2007, GPU brings together professional and amateur enthusiasts of all ages and levels of achievement. As a nonprofit organization, its mission is to promote and enhance the art and science of photography in all its phases.

Individual members are offered a wide variety of activities: photo and digital competitions, photo exhibitions in different countries, study groups via mail, web site access, photo books, magazines, Photo festivals, distinctions, titles, and a raft of other activities.

Have a look on the site: www.gpurphoto.com

Australian Photographic Society – APS –

APPROVAL NO. 2021/11–13

The sponsors of this International Exhibition of Photography have been awarded recognition by APS — the sole Australian patron of International Exhibitions of Photography.

APS, although has provided recognition is not a sponsor of and is in no way directly involved with the operation of the exhibition.

APS is a non-profit organisation promoting the advancement of photography in all its forms from novice to professional.

For information about membership and the many services available, contact:

AUSTRALIAN PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
PO BOX 79
ERMINGTON NSW 1700
AUSTRALIA
www.a-ps.org.au
COMMITTEE

CIRCUIT CHAIRMAN
Guo Jiang Ou APSA, MPSA, EFIAP

SALON 1 VAP CHAIRMAN
Guo Jiang Ou APSA, MPSA, EFIAP

SALON 2 AHPC CHAIRMAN
Yiping Xu PPSA, AAPS

SALON 3 SIPS CHAIRMAN
Jian Shen

VAP -- USA JUDGES
Elena McTighe Hon PSA, MPSA, ESFIAP
Mohammad Ali Salim APSA, GMPSA, MFIAP
Xin Xin Liang APSA, EPSA, EFIAP
Rowshan Akhter MPSA, BPSA, EFIAP/Gold
Lingyun Mao GMPSA AFIAP

AHPC -- AUSTRALIA JUDGES
Margaret O'Grady EFIAP/s, GMAPS, SAPS
Pia Jessen GMAPS, EFIAP/g
Joseph Tam GMPSA, EFIAP/d3, GPU VIP-5
Sinkai Cheung MPSA, EFIAP
Yao Zu Shu PPSA, AAPS
Guoxi Jiang PPSA, AAPS

SIPS -- CHINA JUDGEA
JR Sch nelzer FPSA, MPSA, AFIAP
Henry Ng Hon. FPSA, EPSA, EFIAP
Thomas Lang APSA, MPSA, EFIAP
Adam Wong
Guo Jing EFIAP, GPU-CR3
Yi Wan GMPSA/P, SPSA, LPRS
Xinxin Chen GMPSA/P GPSA
COLOR OPEN AWARD LIST

PSA Gold Medal:  Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore) - COLETTE AND ELEPHANT
GPU Gold Medal:  Wendy Deng (Australia) - Workmen
APS Gold Medal:  WEIMING LIN (China) - Kungfu
IAAP Gold Medal:  FLORENTINO Molero Gutierrez (Spain) - MartinW
VAP Gold Medal:  yin tang (China) - marketW
AHPC Gold Medal:  Dazhong Wang (China) - Sabah State Mosque
SIPS Gold Medal:  PETER BALANTIC (Slovenia) - The first rays of sunshine
VAP Silver Medal:  KE HAN (China) - Mountain stream
VAP Silver Medal:  Sandy Mahon (Australia) - Bay of Fires
AHPC Silver Medal:  Vincent Kohar (Indonesia) - Love Snail Eye To Eye
AHPC Silver Medal:  SUJEET MHATRE (India) - SEARCHING FUTURE
SIPS Silver Medal:  Markham Mail (New Zealand) - On the escalator
SIPS Silver Medal:  Ole Suszkiewicz (Denmark) - Harmonica Clown
VAP Bronze Medal:  Sherman Cheang (Macau) - Dancing Together
VAP Bronze Medal:  zao zhang (USA) - Grain
VAP Bronze Medal:  YELONG CUI (China) - Morning Chittagong
AHPC Bronze Medal:  LI KA WAI (Hong Kong) - GLAMOUS
AHPC Bronze Medal:  Bing Yuan (China) - Light dance
AHPC Bronze Medal:  Jennie Stock (Australia) - Floating Trio
SIPS Bronze Medal:  Trudy Runyan (USA) - Magnolia Blossom
SIPS Bronze Medal:  Bernd Stoffl (Australia) - Plateau Sunset
SIPS Bronze Medal:  Maria Adriani (Indonesia) - Tong Setan
PSA Honorable Mention:  CHENGBO SUN (China) - Return home
PSA Honorable Mention:  Jie Fischer (USA) - Bird Migration 0
GPU Ribbon:  PETER BALANTIC (Slovenia) - Through the broccoli forest
GPU Ribbon:  Yan Fang (China) - Dragon 1
IAAP Ribbon:  Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - The Lost ChildhoodW
IAAP Ribbon:  SUJEET MHATRE (India) - TARGET
IAAP Ribbon:  KE HAN (China) - The blood moon
VAP Honorable Mention:  XIUFENG zhao (China) - Our whole life
VAP Honorable Mention:  shao qing bian (China) - Impression of huizhou
VAP Honorable Mention:  WEIMING LIN (China) - Oriental Ruby
VAP Honorable Mention:  Hanxin Li (China) - Human and nature
VAP Honorable Mention:  Vincent Kohar (Indonesia) - Remake of Leonardo Painting
AHPC Honorable Mention:  Maria Adriani (Indonesia) - What are you looking at
AHPC Honorable Mention:  yin tang (China) - in tune
AHPC Honorable Mention:  Hanxin Li (China) - Woman in red
AHPC Honorable Mention:  Wendy Deng (Australia) - Monk2
AHPC Honorable Mention:  HONGYUN LI (Australia) - Thrilling moment
SIPS Honorable Mention:  Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore) - CELESTER ELEGANT BALLERINA
SIPS Honorable Mention:  JING ZHANG (China) - Fingerprint of the Earth
SIPS Honorable Mention:  Yiu Wah Wong (Hong Kong) - Red ballet 370
SIPS Honorable Mention:  JOAQUIN SALINAS D’ANGLADA (Spain) - ESTRUENDO EN LA BAHIA
SIPS Honorable Mention:  Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - The Goat Lady
Gold Medal

PSA Gold
COLETTE AND ELEPHANT
Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore)
GPU Gold Medal
Workmen
Wendy Deng (Australia)
Gold Medal

APS Gold Medal
Kungfu
Weiming Lin (China)
Gold Medal

IAAP Gold Medal
Martin
Florentino Molero Gutierrez (Spain)
Gold Medal

Salon 1

VAP

Color Open (PIDC)

VAP Gold Medal

Market

Yin Tang (China)
Gold Medal

AHPC Gold Medal
Sabah State Mosque
Dazhong Wang (China)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
The first rays of sunshine
Peter Balantic (Slovenia)
Silver Medal

VAP Silver Medal
Mountain stream
Ke Han  (China)

Silver Medal
Bay of Fires
Sandy Mahon  (Australia)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Love Snail Eye To Eye
Vincent Kohar (Indonesia)

AHPC Silver Medal
SEARCHING FUTURE
Sujeet Mhatre (India)
Silver Medal

SIPS Silver Medal
Harmonica Clown
Ole Suszkiewicz (Denmark)

SIPS Silver Medal
On the Escalator
Markham Mail (New Zealand)
Bronze Medal

VAP Bronze Medal
Dancing Together
Sherman Cheang  (Macau)

VAP Bronze Medal
Morning Chittagong
Yelong Cui  (China)

VAP Bronze Medal
Grain
Zao Zhang  (USA)
Bronze Medal

AHPC Bronze Medal
Light dance
Bing Yuan  (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
GLAMOUS
Li Ka Wai (Hong Kong)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Floating Trio
Jennie Stock (Australia)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
Magnolia Blossom
Trudy Runyan (USA)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Tong Setan
Maria Adriani (Indonesia)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Plateau Sunset
Bernd Stoffl (Australia)
COLOR OPEN AWARD LIST

PSA Gold Medal: Fausto Meini (Italy) - Il vino è anche poesia
GPU Gold Medal: AIHUA WU (China) - Store of the Blacksmith
APS Gold Medal: Brenda Jones (Australia) - The one that got away
IAAP Gold Medal: Angel Benito Zapata (Spain) - en verde y amarillo
VAP Gold Medal: Fadhel Almutaghawi (Bahrain) - Silence tells a lot
AHPC Gold Medal: shengli han (China) - 让世界充满爱04
SIPS Gold Medal: Jie Fischer (USA) - Bird Migration 0
VAP Silver Medal: Yaolidaxi Bayi (China) - Race to the top
VAP Silver Medal: QUANG VINH DANG (VietNam) - Luoi ca tren bien
AHPC Silver Medal: Fang Liu (China) - Another side
AHPC Silver Medal: Bruno SCHEIBEL (France) - Sunrice
SIPS Silver Medal: PETER BALANTIC (Slovenia) - The first rays of sunshine
SIPS Silver Medal: zao zhang (USA) - Cherry flower
VAP Bronze Medal: HONGYAO TIAN (China) - Wait
VAP Bronze Medal: Mrinal Sen (India) - The Cowherd 3
VAP Bronze Medal: Tomasz Pisarski (Poland) - farewell letter
AHPC Bronze Medal: Xiong Xiao (China) - Cambodian girl
AHPC Bronze Medal: Xiping An (China) - Bask crops
AHPC Bronze Medal: Shaker Alwarsh (Saudi Arabia) - Topography of Time
SIPS Bronze Medal: Zhiping Mo (China) - Man In The Mountains
SIPS Bronze Medal: Yu'e Chen (China) - Share the household
SIPS Bronze Medal: ASHOK KUMAR (India) - Race with Pets
PSA Honorable Mention: Ping Xu (China) - Red huts of Buddha country
PSA Honorable Mention: Bernd Stoffl (Australia) - Prague Misenska at Night
GPU Ribbon: Huimin Wang (China) - Horses galloping in water
GPU Ribbon: Trevor Woods (England) - Bridge over Troubled World 1448
IAAP Ribbon: Sherman Cheang (Macau) - Playing Time
IAAP Ribbon: Jie Fischer (USA) - Penguin
IAAP Ribbon: Hanxin Li (China) - Dream of blue-and-white porcelain 1
VAP Honorable Mention: Yiu Wah Wong (Hong Kong) - Orient 203G
VAP Honorable Mention: xiaolin luo (China) - qiu dance
VAP Honorable Mention: Dazhong Wang (China) - Sabah State Mosque
VAP Honorable Mention: HUNG TRUONG BA (VietNam) - Dong moi
VAP Honorable Mention: SHIJU ZHU (China) - The curve of the earth
AHPC Honorable Mention: Jill Hancock (Australia) - Snow blasted tree
AHPC Honorable Mention: WEIMING LIN (China) - Endless
AHPC Honorable Mention: SEBASTIAN KUCZYNSKI (Poland) - The line
AHPC Honorable Mention: JIE XU (China) - The silk road
AHPC Honorable Mention: JOAQUIN SALINAS D’ ANGLADA (Spain) - PATRICIA
SIPS Honorable Mention: TONG HU (China) - Idyllic light
SIPS Honorable Mention: Banglun Sui (China) - Beauty in the desert
SIPS Honorable Mention: FLORENTINO Molero Gutierrez (Spain) - Martin
SIPS Honorable Mention: LI KA WAI (Hong Kong) - FEELING
SIPS Honorable Mention: Mohammed Badwan (United Arab Emirates) - Journey Through The Golden Sands
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
Store of the Blacksmith
Aihua Wu (China)
Gold Medal

APS Gold Medal
The one that got away
Brenda Jones (Australia)
Gold Medal

IAAP Gold Medal
En Verde Y Amarillo
Angel Benito Zapata (Spain)
VAP Gold Medal
Silence tells a lot
Fadhel Almutaghawi (Bahrain)
Gold Medal

AHPC Gold Medal

让世界充满爱04
Shengli Han (China)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
Bird Migration 0
Jie Fischer       (USA)
Silver Medal

VAP Silver Medal
Race to the top
Yaolidaxi Bayi (China)

VAP Silver Medal
Luoi ca tren bien
Quang Vinh Dang (VietNam)
Silver Medal

Salon 2

AHPC Silver Medal
Another side
Fang Liu (China)

AHPC Silver Medal
Sunrise
Bruno SCHEIBEL (France)
Silver Medal

SIPS Silver Medal
Cherry flower
Zao Zhang (USA)

SIPS Silver Medal
The first rays of sunshine
Peter Balantic (Slovenia)
Bronze Medal

Salon 2  AHPC

Color Open (PIDC)

VAP Bronze Medal
farewell letter
Tomasz Pisarski  (Poland)

VAP Bronze Medal
Morning Chittagong
Yelong Cui  (China)

VAP Bronze Medal
The Cowherd 3
Mrinal Sen  (India)
AHPC Bronze Medal
Cambodian girl
Xiong Xiao (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Topography of Time
Shaker Alwarsh (Saudi Arabia)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Bask crops
Xiping An (China)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
Race with Pets
Ashok Kumar (India)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Man In The Mountains
Zhiping Mo (China)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Share the household
Yu’e Chen (China)
PSA Gold Medal: Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - The Goat Lady
GPU Gold Medal: Maria Adriani (Indonesia) - Tong Setan
APS Gold Medal: JING ZHANG (China) - Fingerprint of the Earth
IAAP Gold Medal: SUJEET MHATRE (India) - SEARCHING FUTURE
VAP Gold Medal: QUANG VINH DANG (VietNam) - Hoa thep
AHPC Gold Medal: Yaping Ma (China) - A small village
SIPS Gold Medal: Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore) - CELESTER ELEGANT BALLERINA
VAP Silver Medal: Hung Hoa Lu (VietNam) - Past people
VAP Silver Medal: Alexander Hochhaus (Germany) - Dream of Liberty
AHPC Silver Medal: Gary Butler (USA) - Sunrise In Kentucky
AHPC Silver Medal: Jianping Li (China) - Welcome Mazu against rain
SIPS Silver Medal: shao qing bian (China) - Impression of huizhou
SIPS Silver Medal: Louise Xie (USA) - Castle Mountain
VAP Bronze Medal: Weiping Chen (China) - Homeland
VAP Bronze Medal: Wendy Deng (Australia) - Making Beancurd Stick
VAP Bronze Medal: Vincent Kohar (Indonesia) - Love Snail Eye To Eye
AHPC Bronze Medal: Fausto Meini (Italy) - Only the sound of footsteps
AHPC Bronze Medal: BARBARA KUEBLER (USA) - Great Horned Owlet
AHPC Bronze Medal: PEIWU LIN (China) - Tangle
SIPS Bronze Medal: HUNG TRUONG BA (VietNam) - Net dep san pham
SIPS Bronze Medal: Sherman Cheang (Macau) - Dancing Together
SIPS Bronze Medal: ZAHRA ALKHAWAHER (USA) - girl with red scarf
PSA Honorable Mention: JINFENG XUE (China) - Across Time and Space
PSA Honorable Mention: Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - Struggle for Own Space
GPU Ribbon: Wolfgang Lin (Hong Kong) - Presences of Strength 5
GPU Ribbon: Kwok Kei Daniel TSE (Hong Kong) - Thaibox 458
IAAP Ribbon: Yiu Wah Wong (Hong Kong) - Red ballet 370
IAAP Ribbon: Andy Cheung (Hong Kong) - elves1
IAAP Ribbon: Mei Yu (China) - Expecting
VAP Honorable Mention: Weiping Chen (China) - Desire
VAP Honorable Mention: Guoan Xu (China) - Spanning chasm
VAP Honorable Mention: HUIJUE WANG (China) - Twisting and hiding women
VAP Honorable Mention: Fengying Long (China) - Fine view in Spokane34
VAP Honorable Mention: Shengshu Zhu (China) - Soar into the sky
AHPC Honorable Mention: Yu’e Chen (China) - Share the household
AHPC Honorable Mention: Zhizhou Jiang (China) - Pastoral on the snowfield
AHPC Honorable Mention: KE HAN (China) - The blood moon
AHPC Honorable Mention: LI KA WAI (Hong Kong) - FEELING
AHPC Honorable Mention: Zhaoqing Li (China) - Great migration
SIPS Honorable Mention: Kunping Chen (China) - Urge horses forward 2
SIPS Honorable Mention: Jie Fischer (USA) - Bird Migration 0
SIPS Honorable Mention: Irene Wu (China) - Cottage in the countryside
SIPS Honorable Mention: Guy B Samoyault (France) - Derniers efforts
SIPS Honorable Mention: yin tang (China) - market
Gold Medal

PSA Gold Medal
The Goat Lady
Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong)
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
Tong Setan
Maria Adriani (Indonesia)
Gold Medal

APS Gold Medal
Fingerprint of the Earth
Jing Zhang (China)
Gold Medal

IAAP Gold Medal
SEARCHING FUTURE
Sujeet Mhatre (India)
Gold Medal

AHPC Gold Medal
A small village
Yaping Ma        (China)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
CELESTER ELEGANT BALLERINA
Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore)
Silver Medal

Past people
Hung Hoa Lu (VietNam)

VAP Silver Medal
Dream of Liberty
Alexander Hochhaus (Germany)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Welcome Mazu against rain
Jianping Li (China)

AHPC Silver Medal
Sunrise In Kentucky
Gary Butler (USA)
Silver Medal

SIPS Silver Medal
Castle Mountain
Louise Xie (USA)

SIPS Silver Medal
Impression of huizhou
Shao qing bian (China)
Bronze Medal

Salon 3  SIPS

Color Open (PIDC)

VAP Bronze Medal
Making Beancurd Stick
Wendy Deng (Australia)

VAP Bronze Medal
Homeland
Weiping Chen (China)

VAP Bronze Medal
Love Snail Eye To Eye
Vincent Kohar (Indonesia)
AHPC Bronze Medal
Only the sound of footsteps
Fausto Meini (Italy)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Great Horned Owlet
Barbara Kuebler (USA)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Tangle
Peiwu Lin (China)
SIPS Bronze Medal
Net dep san pham
Hung Truong Ba (VietNam)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Girl With Red Scarf
Zahra Klkhawaher (USA)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Dancing Together
Sherman Cheang (Macau)
MONOCHROME OPEN AWARD LIST

PSA Gold Medal: Gerhard Boehm (Germany) - Duo 5 - SW
GPU Gold Medal: Lee Eng Tan (Singapore) - Farah Farz 11
APS Gold Medal: FLORENTINO Molero Gutierrez (Spain) - Yed Prior
IAAP Gold Medal: Sharon Prislipsky (USA) - Three Sunflowers
VAP Gold Medal: Valerie Kleindienst (Australia) - Animals Drinking
AHPC Gold Medal: Jie Fischer (USA) - Jumping HB 2
SIPS Gold Medal: JOAQUIN SALINAS D’ ANGLADA (Spain) - PILAR
VAP Silver Medal: Andrija Kasom (Montenegro) - Andrija Kasom - Stillness 2
VAP Silver Medal: Gerhard Boehm (Germany) - Table Top - SW
AHPC Silver Medal: LI KA WAI (Hong Kong) - FATHOM
AHPC Silver Medal: HUNG TSUI (Hong Kong) - A family of polar bears 102
SIPS Silver Medal: Piotr Leczkowski (Poland) - Infinity
SIPS Silver Medal: Angel Benito Zapata (Spain) - gente
VAP Bronze Medal: QUANG VINH DANG (VietNam) - The white sea
VAP Bronze Medal: Irene Wu (China) - murmuration
VAP Bronze Medal: Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - Excited to Head Home
AHPC Bronze Medal: Trevor Woods (England) - Face of Britain 0599
AHPC Bronze Medal: Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore) - COLETTE BEST BALLERINA
AHPC Bronze Medal: Hanxin Li (China) - Calling from afar 13
SIPS Bronze Medal: Rita England (Australia) - Leaves
SIPS Bronze Medal: Fran McFadzen (Australia) - Tulip Trio
SIPS Bronze Medal: Bruno SCHEIBEL (France) - Trompe l’oeil
PSA Honorable Mention: Treurnicht Du Toit (South Africa) - Floral Artistry
PSA Honorable Mention: Gerhard Boehm (Germany) - Light and Shadow 2
GPU Ribbon: Wolfgang Lin (Hong Kong) - Ballet Queen
GPU Ribbon: QUANG VINH DANG (VietNam) - Disaster
IAAP Ribbon: gunther riehle (Germany) - catch the tail bw
IAAP Ribbon: Wei Xu (USA) - Father and son
IAAP Ribbon: Paul Thompson (Australia) - Ladybird
VAP Honorable Mention: Jie Fischer (USA) - Zebra crossing the river
VAP Honorable Mention: Wolfgang Habringer (Austria) - The Way Down 23
VAP Honorable Mention: Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore) - BAJAU LOVELY CHILDREN
VAP Honorable Mention: YI HU (China) - Cloud Forest
VAP Honorable Mention: VASUDEV H MASARAKALL (India) - MOTHER SOLICITUDE
AHPC Honorable Mention: Gerhard Boehm (Germany) - Table Top - SW4
AHPC Honorable Mention: Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore) - BALLERINA AND MUSIC
AHPC Honorable Mention: Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong) - Homeward Bound
AHPC Honorable Mention: Chin Leong Teo (Singapore) - Red Purpo Viper 8
AHPC Honorable Mention: FLORENTINO Molero Gutierrez (Spain) - Ikil
SIPS Honorable Mention: Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - My Daily Work
SIPS Honorable Mention: Hung Hoa Lu (VietNam) - Two mothers
SIPS Honorable Mention: Angel Benito Zapata (Spain) - desafio
SIPS Honorable Mention: Angel Benito Zapata (Spain) - cuernos
SIPS Honorable Mention: Jie Fischer (USA) - Drink water
Gold Medal

Monochrome Open (PIDM)

Salon 1 VAP

PSA Gold Medal

Duo 5 - SW

Gerhard Boehm (Germany)
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
Farah Farz 11
Lee Eng Tan (Singapore)
Gold Medal

Monochrome Open (PIDM)

APS Gold Medal
Yed Prior
Florentino Molero Gutierrez (Spain)
Gold Medal

IAAP Gold Medal
Three Sunflowers
Sharon Prislipsky (USA)
Gold Medal

VAP Gold Medal
Animals Drinking
Valerie Kleindienst (Australia)
Gold Medal

Monochrome Open (PIDM)

AHPC Gold Medal
Jumping HB 2
Jie Fischer (USA)
Gold Medal

Monochrome Open (PIDM)

SIPS Gold Medal

PILAR

Joaquin Salinas D’ Anglada (Spain)
Silver Medal

VAP Silver Medal
Table Top - SW
Gerhard Boehm (Germany)

VAP Silver Medal
Andrija Kasom - Stillness 2
Andrija Kasom (Montenegro)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
A family of polar bears 102
Hung Tsui (Hong Kong)

AHPC Silver Medal
FATHOM
Li Ka Wai (Hong Kong)
Monochrome Open (PIDM)

Silver Medal

SIPS Silver Medal
Infinity
Piotr Leczkowski (Poland)

SIPS Silver Medal
Gente
Angel Benito Zapata (Spain)
Bronze Medal

VAP Bronze Medal
Excited to Head Home
Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong)

VAP Bronze Medal
murmuration
Irene Wu (China)

VAP Bronze Medal
The white sea
Quang Vinh Dang (VietNam)

Monochrone Open (PIDM)
Bronze Medal

Ahpc Bronze Medal
Face of Britain 0599
Trevor Woods (England)

Ahpc Bronze Medal
COLETTE BEST BALLERINA
Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore)

Ahpc Bronze Medal
Calling from afar13
Hanxin Li (China)

Monochrome Open (PIDM)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
Tulip Trio
Fran McFadzen (Australia)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Leaves
Rita England (Australia)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Trompe l'oeil
Bruno SCHEIBEL (France)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Medalist</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSA Gold Medal</td>
<td>Angel Benito Zapata (Spain)</td>
<td>desafio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Gold Medal</td>
<td>Kerry Boytell (Australia)</td>
<td>DRACULAS DAUGHTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS Gold Medal</td>
<td>MYTILINOS GEORGIOS (Greece)</td>
<td>CRITICAROS II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAAP Gold Medal</td>
<td>HONGYUN LI (Australia)</td>
<td>defend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Gold Medal</td>
<td>QUANG VINH DANG (VietNam)</td>
<td>Disaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Gold Medal</td>
<td>Sisong Yang (China)</td>
<td>Childlike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Gold Medal</td>
<td>Lee Eng Tan (Singapore)</td>
<td>Farah Farz 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Silver Medal</td>
<td>Wendy Deng (Australia)</td>
<td>Jumpingw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Silver Medal</td>
<td>Irene Wu (China)</td>
<td>murmuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Silver Medal</td>
<td>Imre Kiss (Hungary)</td>
<td>Bend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Silver Medal</td>
<td>SUJEET Mhatre (India)</td>
<td>HAPPINESS OF OLD FRIENDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Silver Medal</td>
<td>JOAQUIN SALINAS D’ ANGLADA (Spain)</td>
<td>PILAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Silver Medal</td>
<td>Weiping Chen (China)</td>
<td>Poverty and happiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Bronze Medal</td>
<td>John sheen (Australia)</td>
<td>Portrait 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Bronze Medal</td>
<td>Hanxin Li (China)</td>
<td>Hardness and softness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Bronze Medal</td>
<td>Liping Cao (Australia)</td>
<td>the stream of iron is rolling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Bronze Medal</td>
<td>Paul Thompson (Australia)</td>
<td>All that Jazz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Bronze Medal</td>
<td>Trevor Woods (England)</td>
<td>Face of Britain 0599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Bronze Medal</td>
<td>KE HAN (China)</td>
<td>African boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Bronze Medal</td>
<td>Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore)</td>
<td>BALLERINA AND MUSIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Bronze Medal</td>
<td>Maria Adriani (Indonesia)</td>
<td>Punch It</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Bronze Medal</td>
<td>ZAHRA ALKHAWAHER (USA)</td>
<td>woman in iron wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Rita England (Australia)</td>
<td>Into The Mist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Stephan Labuschagne (Australia)</td>
<td>Cheetah on alert 11587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Ribbon</td>
<td>Sharon Prislipsky (USA)</td>
<td>Fish for Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Ribbon</td>
<td>Wolfgang Habringer (Austria)</td>
<td>Solitude 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAAP Ribbon</td>
<td>Kwok Kei Daniel TSE (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>Thai Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAAP Ribbon</td>
<td>JIE XU (China)</td>
<td>Sound of Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAAP Ribbon</td>
<td>Sherman Cheang (Macau)</td>
<td>Playing In The Rain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Honorable Mention</td>
<td>ASOK SENGUPTA (India)</td>
<td>TENDER AS FLOWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Istvan Kerekes (Hungary)</td>
<td>Gipsy chieftains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Gerhard Boehm (Germany)</td>
<td>Light and Shadow 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Hung Hoa Lu (VietNam)</td>
<td>Two mothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAP Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Wei Xu (USA)</td>
<td>Father and son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Honorable Mention</td>
<td>yemin zhang (Australia)</td>
<td>Soldier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Honorable Mention</td>
<td>LI KA WAI (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>TOUCHING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Jinan Xu (China)</td>
<td>Bless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Felix Shparberg (Australia)</td>
<td>In one impulse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPC Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>My Daily Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Louise Xie (USA)</td>
<td>Village in the morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Honorable Mention</td>
<td>Jian Yang (Australia)</td>
<td>Zooming House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Honorable Mention</td>
<td>John Jiang (Australia)</td>
<td>Uphill sprints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Honorable Mention</td>
<td>HUNG TSUI (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>A family of polar bears 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS Honorable Mention</td>
<td>MYTILINOS GEORGIOS (Greece)</td>
<td>HOROLOGAS.I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gold Medal

PSA Gold Medal
Desafío
Angel Benito Zapata (Spain)
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
DRACULAS DAUGHTER
Kerry Boytell (Australia)
Gold Medal

APS Gold Medal
CRITICAROS II
Mytilinos Georgios (Greece)
Gold Medal

IAAP Gold Medal
Defend
Hongyun Li (Australia)
Gold Medal

VAP Gold Medal
Disaster
Quang Vinh Dang  (VietNam)
Gold Medal

AHPC Gold Medal
Childlike
Sisong Yang (China)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
Farah Farz 11
Lee Eng Tan (Singapore)
Silver Medal

Monochrome Open (PIDM)

VAP Silver Medal
Jumping
Wendy Deng (Australia)

VAP Silver Medal
Murmuration
Irene Wu (China)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Bend
Imre Kiss (Hungary)

AHPC Silver Medal
HAPPINESS OF OLD FRIENDS
Sujeet Mhatre (India)
Silver Medal

Monochrome Open (PIDM)

SIPS Silver Medal
PILAR
Joaquin Salinas D’ Anglada (Spain)

SIPS Silver Medal
Poverty and happiness
Weiping Chen (China)
Bronze Medal

VAP Bronze Medal
Hardness and softness
Hanxin Li (China)

VAP Bronze Medal
The stream of iron is rolling
liping Cao (Australia)

VAP Bronze Medal
Portrait 2
John Sheen (Australia)
Bronze Medal

AHPC Bronze Medal
Face of Britain 0599
Trevor Woods (England)

AHPC Bronze Medal
All that Jazz
Paul Thompson (Australia)

AHPC Bronze Medal
African boy
Ke Han (China)

Monochrone Open (PIDM)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
Punch It
Maria Adriani (Indonesia)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Woman in iron wall
Zahra Alkhawaher (USA)

SIPS Bronze Medal
BALLERINA AND MUSIC
Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore)

Monochrome Open (PIDM)
PSA Gold Medal: Gerhard Boehm (Germany) - Light and Shadow
GPU Gold Medal: Xiaoping Mao (China) - Childhood
APS Gold Medal: Angel Benito Zapata (Spain) - gente
IAAP Gold Medal: Imre Kiss (Hungary) - Downtown
VAP Gold Medal: John Jiang (Australia) - Uphill sprints
AHPC Gold Medal: TONG HU (China) - Chung Sea
SIPS Gold Medal: QUANG VINH DANG (VietNam) - Disaster
VAP Silver Medal: Wei Xu (USA) - Father and son
VAP Silver Medal: Jianping Li (China) - Startled birds among mist
AHPC Silver Medal: Istvan Kerekes (Hungary) - Gipsy chieftains
AHPC Silver Medal: Zhizhou Jiang (China) - Guest from outer space
SIPS Silver Medal: JIANZHONG WANG (China) - The last poem
SIPS Silver Medal: Yonghe Wang (China) - Sprint moment
VAP Bronze Medal: Caiyiing Wang (China) - Galloping horses1
VAP Bronze Medal: Irene Wu (China) - murmuration
VAP Bronze Medal: Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore) - BALLERINA AND MUSIC
AHPC Bronze Medal: Zhoufan Cui (China) - A fierce gale
AHPC Bronze Medal: Xiping An (China) - Anxious waiting
AHPC Bronze Medal: Shengshu Zhu (China) - Towering
SIPS Bronze Medal: Chin Leong Teo (Singapore) - Red Purpo Viper 8
SIPS Bronze Medal: Hanxin Li (China) - Hardness and softness
SIPS Bronze Medal: Yaping Ma (China) - Foggy dawn
PSA Honorable Mention: Wenqing Yao (China) - Cylinder making workshop
PSA Honorable Mention: Sisong Yang (China) - Childlike
GPU Ribbon: Zhaoqing Li (China) - Camels in the desert
GPU Ribbon: MA ENKAI (China) - Bike straight across
IAAP Ribbon: Guanghui Chen (China) - Camel team in the desert
IAAP Ribbon: MENACHEM SINAI (Israel) - Stretch
IAAP Ribbon: Lin Xie (China) - White horse
VAP Honorable Mention: H W CHAN (Hong Kong) - Rain night M20
VAP Honorable Mention: Hedva Boger (Israel) - Gorgon
VAP Honorable Mention: Zhizhou Jiang (China) - The Loess Plateau
VAP Honorable Mention: Ping Liu (China) - Waverider
VAP Honorable Mention: HUNGR TSUI (Hong Kong) - A family of polar bears 101
AHPC Honorable Mention: JIANZHONG WANG (China) - Longing Go Far Away
AHPC Honorable Mention: SUJEET MHATRE (India) - WINNER
AHPC Honorable Mention: Guanghui Chen (China) - Morning rhyme of Lijiang
AHPC Honorable Mention: Chin Leong Teo (Singapore) - Two Girls Sand Dune 1
AHPC Honorable Mention: TONG HU (China) - Lasor Movement
SIPS Honorable Mention: Fausto Meini (Italy) - Darkness Lady
SIPS Honorable Mention: John Jiang (Australia) - Circle the wave20
SIPS Honorable Mention: JOAQUIN SALINAS D' ANGLADA (Spain) - EMOCIONES
SIPS Honorable Mention: Grace Lee (Australia) - Horse whisperer 1
SIPS Honorable Mention: Jie Fischer (USA) - Jumping HB 2
Gold Medal

PPSA Gold Medal
Light and Shadow 2
Gerhard Boehm  (Germany)
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
Childhood
Xiaoping Mao (China)
Gold Medal

APS Gold Medal

Gente
Angel Benito Zapata (Spain)
Gold Medal

Monochrone Open (PIDM)

IAAP Gold Medal
Downtown
Imre Kiss (Hungary)
Gold Medal

VAP Gold Medal
Uphill sprints
John Jlang (Australia)
Gold Medal

AHPC Gold Medal
Chung Sea
Tong Hu (China)

Monochrome Open (PIDM)
Gold Medal

Disaster
Quang Vinh Dang (VietNam)

SIPS Gold Medal

Monochrome Open (PIDM)
Silver Medal

VAP Silver Medal
Startled birds among mist
Jianping Li (China)

VAP Silver Medal
Father and son
Wei Xu (USA)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Gipsy chieftains
Istvan Kerekes (Hungary)

AHPC Silver Medal
Guest from outer space
Zhizhou Jiang (China)
Silver Medal

Monochrone Open (PIDM)

Salon 3 SIPS

SIPS Silver Medal
Sprint moment
Yonghe Wang (China)

SIPS Silver Medal
The last poem
Janzhong Wang (China)
Bronze Medal

VAP Bronze Medal
Galloping horses
Caiying Wang (China)

VAP Bronze Medal
Murmuration
Irene Wu (China)

VAP Bronze Medal
BALLERINA AND MUSIC
Kim-Pheng Sim (Singapore)

Monochrone Open (PIDM)
Bronze Medal

AHPC Bronze Medal
Towering
Shengshu Zhu (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Fierce Gale
Zhoufan Cui (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Anxious waiting
Xiping An (China)

Monochrome Open (PIDM)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
Hardness and softness
Hanxin Li (China)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Red Purpo Viper 8
Chin Leong Teo (Singapore)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Foggy dawn
Yaping Ma (China)

Monochrome Open (PIDM)
NATURE AWARD LIST

PSA Gold Medal: Dre Van Mensel (Belgium) - Eye Contact
GPU Gold Medal: Jie Fischer (USA) - Cheetah Hunting2
APS Gold Medal: Yanru Shen (China) - Quick March
IAAP Gold Medal: HUNG TSUI (Hong Kong) - Kids like playing
VAP Gold Medal: Francois Van der Watt (South Africa) - Crocodile Sushi
AHPC Gold Medal: Baoting Chen (USA) - Wish to Fly
SIPS Gold Medal: Gunther Riehle (Germany) - Atlantic puffin in flight WF 10
VAP Silver Medal: Sherman Cheang (Macau) - Keep Warm
VAP Silver Medal: Imre Kiss (Hungary) - Among the water drops
AHPC Silver Medal: Tom Savge (USA) - Grizzly Catches a Chum
AHPC Silver Medal: LOH TUCK YEONG (Malaysia) - HAPPY VALENTINE
SIPS Silver Medal: Angel Benito Zapata (Spain) - de dia
SIPS Silver Medal: Ajar Setiadi (Indonesia) - My Sweet Honey
VAP Bronze Medal: Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - Childhood Sweetheart
VAP Bronze Medal: Graeme Guy (Malaysia) - Final Seconds
VAP Bronze Medal: Ying Liu (Australia) - by order
AHPC Bronze Medal: LI KA WAI (Hong Kong) - KILLER
AHPC Bronze Medal: Guoan Xu (China) - The family
AHPC Bronze Medal: Ming Li (China) - Do not be afraid
SIPS Bronze Medal: Treurnicht Du Toit (South Africa) - Predicting Disaster
SIPS Bronze Medal: LI ZHAO (China) - Spring water flowing over stones
SIPS Bronze Medal: NANCY LEE (Canada) - Barred Owl Caught a Vole L53
PSA Honorable Mention: Willem Kruger (South Africa) - Leopard mom cub t
PSA Honorable Mention: Amy Jazic (Croatia) - Seagull
GPU Ribbon: Jie Fischer (USA) - Lion Hunting 1
GPU Ribbon: HUNG TSUI (Hong Kong) - Last stand of the wildebeests baby
IAAP Ribbon: HUNG TSUI (Hong Kong) - Play
IAAP Ribbon: Tom Savge (USA) - Eating Together
IAAP Ribbon: Jie Fischer (USA) - Lion hunting 8
VAP Honorable Mention: Jie Fischer (USA) - Migrating Gnus 12
VAP Honorable Mention: Baoting Chen (USA) - Mother and Cub
VAP Honorable Mention: BARBARA KUEBLER (USA) - Hungry RS Hawk 21
VAP Honorable Mention: Ming Li (China) - Big eyes
VAP Honorable Mention: Silvana Moreira (Brazil) - Heron
AHPC Honorable Mention: Silvana Moreira (Brazil) - Fourteen birds
AHPC Honorable Mention: PEIWU LIN (China) - Feed
AHPC Honorable Mention: Kerry Boytell (Australia) - BREAKFAST FOR A WHITE TAIL EAGLE
AHPC Honorable Mention: Sherman Cheang (Macau) - Egret Feeding Baby 2
AHPC Honorable Mention: Sherman Cheang (Macau) - How Are You
SIPS Honorable Mention: Francois Van der Watt (South Africa) - Playing games
SIPS Honorable Mention: Kwok Kei Daniel TSE (Hong Kong) - Bear Fight 001
SIPS Honorable Mention: Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong) - Brotherly Fight
SIPS Honorable Mention: Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong) - Close Encounter
SIPS Honorable Mention: Baoting Chen (USA) - Emperor Penguin and Chick
Gold Medal

PSA Gold Medal
Eye Contact
Dre Van Mensel  (Belgium)
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
Cheetah Hunting2
Jie Fischer (USA)
Gold Medal

Quick march
Yanru Shen (China)
Gold Medal

IAAP Gold Medal
Kids Like Playing
Hung Tsui (Hong Kong)
Gold Medal

AHPC Gold Medal
Wish to Fly
Baoting Chen (USA)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
Atlantic Puffin in Flight wf 10
Gunther Riehle (Germany)
Silver Medal

VAP Silver Medal
Among the water drops
Imre Kiss (Hungary)

VAP Silver Medal
Keep Warm
Sherman Cheang (Macau)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Grizzly Catches a Chum
Tom Savage (USA)

AHPC Silver Medal
HAPPY VALENTINE
Loh Tuck Yeong (Malaysia)
Silver Medal

SIPS Silver Medal
My Sweet Honey
Ajar Setiadi (Indonesia)

SIPS Silver Medal
De Dia
Angel Benito Zapata (Spain)

Nature (ND)
Bronze Medal

Salon 1  VAP

Bronze Medal
Childhood Sweetheart
Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong)

VAP Bronze Medal
Final Seconds
Graeme Guy (Malaysia)

VAP Bronze Medal
By Order
Ying Liu (Australia)
Bronze Medal

AHPC Bronze Medal
The family
Guoan Xu (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
KILLER
Li Ka Wai (Hong Kong)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Do not be afraid
Ming Li (China)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
Barred Owl Caught a Vole L53
Nancy Lee (Canada)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Spring water flowing over stones
- LI ZHAO (China) -

SIPS Bronze Medal
Predicting Disaster
Treurnicht Du Toit (South Africa)
NATURE AWARD LIST

PSA Gold Medal: Baoting Chen (USA) - Mother and Cub
GPU Gold Medal: Bruno SCHEIBEL (France) - Meduse
APS Gold Medal: Louise Xie (USA) - Flamingo fly over Magadi
IAAP Gold Medal: Sanqi Lin (China) - Harvest
VAP Gold Medal: Liping Cao (Australia) - Feed a baby bird
AHPC Gold Medal: HUNG TSUI (Hong Kong) - Kids like playing
SIPS Gold Medal: Graeme Guy (Malaysia) - Final Seconds
VAP Silver Medal: Francois Van der Watt (South Africa) - Playing games
VAP Silver Medal: Jie Fischer (USA) - Cheetah Hunting2
AHPC Silver Medal: Sherman Cheang (Macau) - Keep Warm
AHPC Silver Medal: Drei Van Mensel (Belgium) - Eating A Butterfly
SIPS Silver Medal: Willem Kruger (South Africa) - Leopard mom cub
SIPS Silver Medal: Xiping An (China) - Hang over the water
VAP Bronze Medal: Ming Li (China) - Big eyes
VAP Bronze Medal: Imre Kiss (Hungary) - In the midst
VAP Bronze Medal: Sujeeet MHATRE (India) - LION MEATING
AHPC Bronze Medal: Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong) - Close Encounter
AHPC Bronze Medal: Ajar Setiadi (Indonesia) - My sweet honey
AHPC Bronze Medal: Mrinal Sen (India) - Buzzard in Action 2
SIPS Bronze Medal: Kwok Kei Daniel TSE (Hong Kong) - Swimming
SIPS Bronze Medal: Tin Sang Chan (Canada) - Fox and Kit
SIPS Bronze Medal: Chen-You Li (Taiwan) - Couple 205
PSA Honorable Mention: Xiuping Chuai (China) - Drive
PSA Honorable Mention: Felix Shparberg (Australia) - Greeting
GPU Ribbon: Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - Childhood Sweetheart
GPU Ribbon: ASHOK KUMAR (India) - Bat Eating Fruit
IAAP Ribbon: Hannu Laakso (Finland) - Morning catch
IAAP Ribbon: Wolfgang Habringer (Austria) - Elk 87
IAAP Ribbon: Kerry Boytell (Australia) - LANDING FOR DINNER
VAP Honorable Mention: Amy Jazic (Croatia) - Seagull
VAP Honorable Mention: Trevor Woods (England) - Red Squirrel 6247
VAP Honorable Mention: Wendy Deng (Australia) - Love2
VAP Honorable Mention: Sandy Mahon (Australia) - Male Gang Gang Submission
VAP Honorable Mention: Rae Stanaway (Australia) - Mud Bath
AHPC Honorable Mention: Treurnicht Du Toit (South Africa) - Predicting Disaster
AHPC Honorable Mention: Yuxu Chen (China) - Family kiss
AHPC Honorable Mention: Guoan Xu (China) - The family
AHPC Honorable Mention: Kunping Chen (China) - Egret-stop quarreling
AHPC Honorable Mention: Lee Eng Tan (Singapore) - Steller Sea Eagle 14
SIPS Honorable Mention: WEIMING LIN (China) - Air Chacha
SIPS Honorable Mention: Tom Savge (USA) - Grizzly Catches a Chum
SIPS Honorable Mention: Ying Liu (Australia) - by order
SIPS Honorable Mention: Chin Leong Teo (Singapore) - Blue Insularis 14
SIPS Honorable Mention: Danny Dunne (Australia) - Fighting Kangaroos
Gold Medal

Mother and Cub
Baoting Chen (USA)
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
Meduse
Bruno SCHEIBEL (France)
Gold Medal

APS Gold Medal
Flamingo fly over Magadi
Louise Xie (USA)
Gold Medal

Harvest
Sanqi Lin          (China)
Gold Medal

VAP Gold Medal
Feed a Baby Bird
liping Cao (Australia)
Gold Medal

AHPC Gold Medal
Kids Like Playing
Hung Tsui (Hong Kong)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
Final Seconds
Graeme Guy (Malaysia)
Silver Medal

VAP Silver Medal
Playing games
Francois Van der Watt (South Africa)

VAP Silver Medal
Cheetah Hunting2
Jie Fischer (USA)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Eating A Butterfly
Dre Van Mensel (Belgium)

AHPC Silver Medal
Keep Warm
Sherman Cheang (Macau)
Silver Medal

Leopard mom cub t
Willem Kruger (South Africa)

Hang over the water
Xiping An (China)
Bronze Medal

VAP Bronze Medal
In the midst
Imre Kiss (Hungary)

VAP Bronze Medal
LION MEATING
Sujeet Mhatre (India)

VAP Bronze Medal
Big eyes
Ming Li (China)
Bronze Medal

AHPC Bronze Medal
My Sweet Honey
Ajar Setiadi (Indonesia)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Close Encounter
Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Buzzard in Action 2
Mrinal Sen (India)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
Couple 205
Chen-You Li (Taiwan)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Swimming
Kwok Kei Daniel TSE (Hong Kong)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Fox and Kit
Chen-You Li (Taiwan)
PSA Gold Medal: HUNG TSUI (Hong Kong) - kids like playing
GPU Gold Medal: Yanru Shen (China) - Catch snake 3
APS Gold Medal: ajar setiadi (Indonesia) - Fighting
IAAP Gold Medal: Imre Kiss (Hungary) - In the midst
VAP Gold Medal: Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong) - Close Encounter
AHPC Gold Medal: Jie Fischer (USA) - Migrating Gnus 12
SIPS Gold Medal: Sherman Cheang (Macau) - How Are You
VAP Silver Medal: Louise Xie (USA) - Flamingo fly over Magadi
VAP Silver Medal: Bruno SCHEIBEL (France) - Meduse
AHPC Silver Medal: Wei Xu (USA) - Feeding
AHPC Silver Medal: XIAHAO SITU (China) - huntingThe city of fan traceThe city of fan tracev
SIPS Silver Medal: John Jlang (Australia) - Exhibition wings21
SIPS Silver Medal: Treurnicht Du Toit (South Africa) - Artistic Environment
VAP Bronze Medal: Gottfried Catania (Malta) - Meerkats on the Alert
VAP Bronze Medal: Baoting Chen (USA) - Mother and Cub
VAP Bronze Medal: Sanqi Lin (China) - Harvest
AHPC Bronze Medal: Kunping Chen (China) - Egret-stop quarreling
AHPC Bronze Medal: Xiping An (China) - Hang over the water
AHPC Bronze Medal: PEIWU LIN (China) - Feed
SIPS Bronze Medal: David Henderson (Australia) - Breaching 3
SIPS Bronze Medal: LOH TUCK YEONG (Malaysia) - HAPPY VALENTINE
SIPS Bronze Medal: Linji Song (China) - Mom's love
PSA Honorable Mention: Tom Savge (USA) - Grizzly Catches a Chum
PSA Honorable Mention: PEIWU LIN (China) - Egret fishing
GPU Ribbon: Jie Fischer (USA) - Lion Hunting 1
GPU Ribbon: Francois Van der Watt (South Africa) - Backlit lion family 0219
IAAP Ribbon: Heshan Peiris (Sri Lanka) - Kitten Combatants
IAAP Ribbon: Louise Xie (USA) - Bubbles Lake
IAAP Ribbon: Guoan Xu (China) - Frolic
VAP Honorable Mention: Silvana Moreira (Brazil) - Fourteen birds
VAP Honorable Mention: Lee Eng Tan (Singapore) - Steller Sea Eagle 14
VAP Honorable Mention: MENACHEM SINAI (Israel) - Brothers
VAP Honorable Mention: Baoli Gong (China) - Cheetah mother and son
VAP Honorable Mention: Francois Van der Watt (South Africa) - Frog for breakfast
AHPC Honorable Mention: Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - Childhood Sweetheart
AHPC Honorable Mention: Marcia Marchetto (Brazil) - Calm
AHPC Honorable Mention: Baoting Chen (USA) - Emperor Penguin and Chick
AHPC Honorable Mention: Sherman Cheang (Macau) - Keep Warm
AHPC Honorable Mention: Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong) - Brotherly Fight
SIPS Honorable Mention: Imre Kiss (Hungary) - Moss in backlight
SIPS Honorable Mention: SUJEET MHATRE (India) - KILL
SIPS Honorable Mention: Jie Fischer (USA) - Cheetah Hunting2
SIPS Honorable Mention: Dre Van Mensel (Belgium) - Eating A Butterfly
SIPS Honorable Mention: Tin Sang Chan (Canada) - Fox and Kit
Gold Medal

PSA Gold Medal
Kids Like Playing
HUNG TSUI (Hong Kong)
Gold Medal

Catch snake 3
Yanru Shen (China)
Gold Medal

Fighting
Ajar Setiadi   (Indonesia)
Gold Medal

In the midst

Imre Kiss (Hungary)

IAAP Gold Medal
Gold Medal

Close Encounter

Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong)
Gold Medal

AHPC Gold Medal
Migrating Gnus 12
Jie Fischer (USA)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
How Are You
Sherman Cheang (Macau)
Silver Medal

VAP Silver Medal
Flamingo fly over Magadi
Louise Xie (USA)

VAP Silver Medal
Meduse
Bruno SCHEIBEL (France)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Feeding
Wei Xu (USA)

AHPC Silver Medal
hunting
Xiahao Situ (China)
Silver Medal

SIPS Silver Medal
Exhibition wings21
John Jlang (Australia)

SIPS Silver Medal
Artistic Environment
Treurnicht Du Toit (South Africa)

Nature (ND)
Salon 3
SIPS

Bronze Medal

Mother and Cub
Baoting Chen (USA)

Meerkats on the Alert
Gottfried Catania (Malta)

Harvest
Sanqi Lin (China)
AHPC Bronze Medal
Egret-stop quarreling
Kunping Chen  (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Feed
Peiwu Lin     (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Hang over the water
Xiping An     (China)
SIPS Bronze Medal
Breaching 3
David Henderson (Australia)

SIPS Bronze Medal
HAPPY VALENTINE
Loh Tuck Yeong (Malaysia)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Mom's love
Linji Song (China)
PSA Gold Medal: Greg McMillan (Australia) - Spiritual Overseer
GPU Gold Medal: Chin Leong Teo (Singapore) - Dubai Night Cityscape
APS Gold Medal: Fuqiang Zou (China) - Shoulder heavy responsibilities
IAAP Gold Medal: Gottfried Catania (Malta) - Siggiewi Fjakkoli 2
VAP Gold Medal: XIUFENG zhao (China) - Torment
AHPC Gold Medal: Jarmo Mäki (Finland) - Abu Dhabi Temple
SIPS Gold Medal: SUJEET MHATRE (India) - GANESH FESTIVAL
VAP Silver Medal: Jinming Pan (China) - Usnisa Palace
VAP Silver Medal: YAOLIN CHEN (China) - Wudang Mountain
AHPC Silver Medal: Caiying Wang (China) - Sister Day4
AHPC Silver Medal: PEIWU LIN (China) - Traditional cast iron pan
SIPS Silver Medal: Zhaoqing Li (China) - Watch shadow puppetry
SIPS Silver Medal: Paul Thompson (Australia) - Lunch at Sydney Harbour
VAP Bronze Medal: NgocAn To (USA) - Longji terraced field
VAP Bronze Medal: Marcia Marchetto (Brazil) - Maras
VAP Bronze Medal: BARBARA KUEBLER (USA) - Havana Barbershop
AHPC Bronze Medal: Amy Jazic (Croatia) - Straighten up
AHPC Bronze Medal: YEOLONG CUI (China) - Happy construction site
AHPC Bronze Medal: Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong) - Sunset on Baobab
SIPS Bronze Medal: Fadhel Almutaghawi (Bahrain) - A day in kang
SIPS Bronze Medal: filiz KOPRULU (Turkey) - coronadanamaz
SIPS Bronze Medal: Xiping An (China) - MAGIC PARADISE 2
PSA Honorable Mention: Weihua Ma (China) - Seda Buddhist College
PSA Honorable Mention: Wolfgang Habringer (Austria) - Meteora 05
GPU Ribbon: XIUFENG zhao (China) - Looking forward to the future
GPU Ribbon: XUEFEN XU (China) - Enjoy the mountains and the sea
IAAP Ribbon: AIHUA WU (China) - City Kaleidoscope
IAAP Ribbon: SUJEET MHATRE (India) - HALDI FESTIVAL
VAP Honorable Mention: Wolfgang Habringer (Austria) - Oia 88
VAP Honorable Mention: Shaker Alwarsh (Saudi Arabia) - Cao Dai Temple southern Vietnam
VAP Honorable Mention: PETER BALANTIC (Slovenia) - Autumn morning
VAP Honorable Mention: Chin Leong Teo (Singapore) - Sumo Wrestling 4
VAP Honorable Mention: Xiping An (China) - Impression of Morocco
AHPC Honorable Mention: Angel Benito Zapata (Spain) - las flores
AHPC Honorable Mention: HONGYUN LI (Australia) - Plaza of Spain
AHPC Honorable Mention: YAOLIN CHEN (China) - Sun Rises Over the Mountains
AHPC Honorable Mention: Eric Weytens (Belgium) - BAGAN
AHPC Honorable Mention: Viktor Kanunnikov (Russia) - Bangladesh train 8
SIPS Honorable Mention: XIAHAO SITU (China) - Petra's night
SIPS Honorable Mention: Wendy Deng (Australia) - HomeComing
SIPS Honorable Mention: Vincenzo Di Panfilo (Italy) - Pyres
SIPS Honorable Mention: YI HU (China) - Worshipping Buddha
SIPS Honorable Mention: Markham Mail (New Zealand) - Above Mt Taranaki
IAAP Ribbon: YAOLIN CHEN (China) - Xuanwu Mountain
Gold Medal

PSA Gold Medal
Spiritual Overseer
Greg McMillan (Australia)
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
Dubai Night Cityscape
Chin Leong Teo (Singapore)
Gold Medal

Shoulder heavy responsibilities
Fuqiang Zou (China)
Gold Medal

IAAP Gold Medal
Siggiewi Fjakkoli 2
Gottfried Catania (Malta)
Gold Medal

VAP Gold Medal
Torment
Xiufeng Zhao (China)
Gold Medal

AHPC Gold Medal
Abu Dhabi Temple
Jarmo Mäki (Finland)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
GANESH FESTIVAL
Sujeet Mhatre (India)
Salon 1 VAP

Silver Medal

VAP Silver Medal
Usnisa Palace
Jinming Pan (China)

VAP Silver Medal
Wudang Mountain
YAOLIN CHEN (China)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Sister Day4
Caiying Wang (China)

AHPC Silver Medal
Traditional cast iron pan
Peiwu Lin (China)
Silver Medal

SIPS Silver Medal
Lunch at Sydney Harbour
Paul Thompson (Australia)

SIPS Silver Medal
Watch shadow puppetry
Zhaoqing Li (China)
Bronze Medal

VAP Bronze Medal
Maras
Marcia Marchetto (Brazil)

VAP Bronze Medal
Havana Barbershop
Barbara Kuebler (USA)

VAP Bronze Medal
Longji terraced field
NgocAn To (USA)
Bronze Medal

AHPC Bronze Medal
Sunset on Baobab
Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Happy construction site
Yelong Cui (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Straighten up
Amy Jazic (Croatia)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
MAGIC PARADISE 2
Xiping An (China)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Coronadanamaz
Filiz Koprulu (Turkey)

SIPS Bronze Medal
A day in kang
Fadhel Almutaghiwa (Bahrain)
TRICONTINENTAL PHOTO CIRCUIT
2021

PHOTO TRAVEL AWARD LIST

PSA Gold Medal: ASHOK KUMAR (India) - Bahubali Mastakabhishekam
GPU Gold Medal: Gottfried Catania (Malta) - City of Arts and Sciences
APS Gold Medal: YELONG CUI (China) - Happy construction site
IAAP Gold Medal: SUJEET MHATRE (India) - HALDI FESTIVAL
VAP Gold Medal: Edward Wong (Hong Kong) - Baikal Island
AHPC Gold Medal: Fadhel Almutaghawi (Bahrain) - Iranian grandma
SIPS Gold Medal: Gang Wu (China) - Needlework
VAP Silver Medal: LEI SHEN (China) - The language of love
VAP Silver Medal: MENACHEM SINAI (Israel) - The Village Elder
AHPC Silver Medal: LI ZHAO (China) - Night of Cinque Terre
AHPC Silver Medal: Jarmo Mäki (Finland) - Abu Dhab Temple
SIPS Silver Medal: Amy Jazic (Croatia) - Mom you see me
VAP Silver Medal: QUANG VINH DANG (VietNam) - To the finish line
VAP Bronze Medal: Danlei Ye (Canada) - The Wailing Wall
VAP Bronze Medal: AIHUA WU (China) - City Kaleidoscope
VAP Bronze Medal: Sultan Ahmed Niloy (Bangladesh) - Two love one heart
AHPC Bronze Medal: gunther riehle (Germany) - antarctic refueling
AHPC Bronze Medal: HONGYUN LI (Australia) - Metropol Parasol
AHPC Bronze Medal: Donald DeDonato (USA) - Trevi Fountain at Night
SIPS Bronze Medal: PETER BALANTIC (Slovenia) - Hidden lake
SIPS Bronze Medal: Huizhong Zhao (China) - buy meat
SIPS Bronze Medal: Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong) - Sunset on Baobab
PSA Honorable Mention: Cora Lea (Australia) - Bay of fires
PSA Honorable Mention: Shaoning Liu (China) - Juvenile in the alley
GPU Ribbon: Nasser Al Maskari (Oman) - Watching You
GPU Ribbon: Felix Shparberg (Australia) - Singapore night
IAAP Ribbon: Viktor Kanunnikov (Russia) - Fish drying
IAAP Ribbon: Zuping Zhang (China) - People return in the snowstorm
IAAP Ribbon: Marcia Marchetto (Brazil) - Maras
VAP Honorable Mention: BARBARA KUEBLER (USA) - Old Havana
VAP Honorable Mention: Ming Li (China) - The young man over Gangs River
VAP Honorable Mention: Jinming Pan (China) - Usnisa Palace
VAP Honorable Mention: PEIWU LIN (China) - Traditional cast iron pan
VAP Honorable Mention: XUEFEN XU (China) - Enjoy the mountains and the sea
AHPC Honorable Mention: Hanxin Li (China) - Pottery
AHPC Honorable Mention: XIUFENG zhao (China) - Looking forward to the future
AHPC Honorable Mention: YAOLIN CHEN (China) - Xuanwu Mountain
AHPC Honorable Mention: Bernd Stoffl (Australia) - Hagia Sophia at Night
AHPC Honorable Mention: Vincent Kohar (Indonesia) - Istiqqlal Mosque Interior
SIPS Honorable Mention: Nevenka Papic (Slovenia) - Little monks collecting alms
SIPS Honorable Mention: Lee Eng Tan (Singapore) - Dinner on Mat
SIPS Honorable Mention: shao qing bian (China) - Fishermen's descendants
SIPS Honorable Mention: Jianjun Huang (China) - Steaming
SIPS Honorable Mention: Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - The Desert with Water
Gold Medal

PSA Gold Medal
Bahubali Mastakabhishekam
Ashok Kumar (India)
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
City of Arts and Sciences 4
Gottfried Catania  (Malta)
Gold Medal

APS Gold Medal
Happy construction site
Yelong Cui (China)
Gold Medal

IAAP Gold Medal
HALDI FESTIVAL
Sujeet Mhatre (India)
Gold Medal

VAP Gold Medal
Baikal Island02
Edward Wong (Hong Kong)
Gold Medal

Photo Travel (PTD)

AHPC Gold Medal
Iranian grandma
Fadhel Almutaghawi (Bahrain)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
Needlework
Gang Wu (China)
Silver Medal

The language of love
Lei Shen (China)

VAP Silver Medal
The Village Elder
Menachen Sinai (Israel)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Abu Dhabi Temple
Jarmo Mäki (Finland)

AHPC Silver Medal
Night of Cinque Terre
Li Zhao (China)
Silver Medal

SIPS Silver Medal
To the finish line
Quang Ving Dang (VietNam)

SIPS Silver Medal
Mom you see me
Amy Jazic (Croatia)
Bronze Medal

VAP Bronze Medal
City Kaleidoscope
Aihua Wu (China)

VAP Bronze Medal
Two love one heart
Sultan Ahmed Niloy (Bangladesh)

VAP Bronze Medal
The Wailing Wall12
Danlei Ye (Canada)
Bronze Medal

AHPC Bronze Medal
Trevi Fountain at Night
Donald DeDonato (USA)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Antarctic refueling 3
Gunther riehle (Germany)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Metropol Parasol
HONGYUN LI (Australia)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
Hidden lake
PETER BALANTIC (Slovenia)

SIPS Bronze Medal
buy meat
Huizhong Zhao (China)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Sunset on Baobab
Chi Fun Fanny Ng (Hong Kong)
PSA Gold Medal: ASHOK KUMAR (India) - Bahubali Mastakabhishekam
GPU Gold Medal: Caifying Wang (China) - Running out
APS Gold Medal: Angel Benito Zapata (Spain) - las flores
IAAP Gold Medal: Yiu Wah Wong (Hong Kong) - Firework 249D
VAP Gold Medal: Changjian Fang (China) - Joyous people and jumping fish
AHPC Gold Medal: SUJEET MHATRE (India) - HALDI FESTIVAL
SIPS Gold Medal: Imre Kiss (Hungary) - In bus
VAP Silver Medal: Ji Chen (China) - Meandering Great Wall
VAP Silver Medal: Irene Wu (China) - Expectation
AHPC Silver Medal: Zuping Zhang (China) - People return in the snowstorm
AHPC Silver Medal: Maria Adriani (Indonesia) - Run Through Fire
SIPS Silver Medal: XIAHAO SITU (China) - Petra’s night
SIPS Silver Medal: YI HU (China) - Worshipping Buddha
VAP Bronze Medal: Dragoslav Mirkovic (Serbia) - Guca 1286
VAP Bronze Medal: Ningtai Yu (China) - Leisure
VAP Bronze Medal: Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong) - Ice Cave Adventure
AHPC Bronze Medal: LI ZHAO (China) - Night of Cinque Terre
AHPC Bronze Medal: AIHUA WU (China) - Traditional Building Tulou in Nanjing
AHPC Bronze Medal: YAOLIN CHEN (China) - Xuanwu Mountain
SIPS Bronze Medal: Gottfried Catania (Malta) - City of Arts and Sciences 4
SIPS Bronze Medal: Wendy Deng (Australia) - Wheelchair Competition
SIPS Bronze Medal: Zhiping Mo (China) - Grand celebration
PSA Honorable Mention: Wolfgang Habringer (Austria) - Meteora 05
PSA Honorable Mention: XUEFEN XU (China) - Enjoy the mountains and the sea
GPU Ribbon: Zhizhou Jiang (China) - Winter grazing
GPU Ribbon: SHAOJUN YU (China) - Herding Across The Morgler River
IAAP Ribbon: Rae Stanaway (Australia) - Danger
IAAP Ribbon: Trevor Woods (England) - Atlantic Coast 7096
IAAP Ribbon: Bob Chiu (USA) - Running horse show5
VAP Honorable Mention: CHENGBO SUN (China) - Happy song of Yao Village
VAP Honorable Mention: gunther riehle (Germany) - huddle and adult 21
VAP Honorable Mention: Gang Wu (China) - White
VAP Honorable Mention: Wenqing Yao (China) - Bustling spring fields
VAP Honorable Mention: Gaochao Hong (China) - Autumn rhyme
AHPC Honorable Mention: XIAHAO SITU (China) - Red and Black.
AHPC Honorable Mention: Yanru Shen (China) - Lighthouse
AHPC Honorable Mention: Jarmo Mäki (Finland) - Abu Dhabi Temple
AHPC Honorable Mention: ASHOK KUMAR (India) - Kambala Race
AHPC Honorable Mention: Irene Wu (China) - The Tale of A Well
SIPS Honorable Mention: Amy Jazic (Croatia) - In the museum
SIPS Honorable Mention: Marcia Marchetto (Brazil) - Maras
SIPS Honorable Mention: Ming Li (China) - Journey of red desert
SIPS Honorable Mention: Edward Wong (Hong Kong) - HuangShan100
SIPS Honorable Mention: Sultan Ahmed Niloy (Bangladesh) - Prayer into covid19 situation
Gold Medal

Photo Travel (PTD)

Salon 3  SIPS

PSA Gold Medal
Bahubali Mastakabhishekam
Ashok Kumar (India)
Gold Medal

GPU Gold Medal
Running out
Caiying Wang (China)
Gold Medal

Photo Travel (PTD)

APS Gold Medal
Las Flores
Angel Benito Zapata (Spain)
Gold Medal

Photo Travel (PTD)

IAAP Gold Medal
Firework 249D
Yiu Wah Wong (Hong Kong)
Gold Medal

Joyous people and jumping fish
Changjian Fang (China)
Gold Medal

Salon 3  SIPS

AHPC Gold Medal
HALDI FESTIVAL
Sujeet Mhatre (India)
Gold Medal

SIPS Gold Medal
In bus
Imre Kiss (Hungary)
Silver Medal

VAP Silver Medal
Meandering Great Wall
Ji Chen (China)

VAP Silver Medal
Expectation
Irene Wu (China)
Silver Medal

AHPC Silver Medal
Run Through Fire
Maria Adriani (Indonesia)

AHPC Silver Medal
People return in the snowstorm
Zuping Zhang (China)
Silver Medal

SIPS Silver Medal
Worshipping Buddha
Yi Hu (China)

SIPS Silver Medal
Petra's night
Xiahao Situ (China)
Salon 3 SIPS

Bronze Medal

VAP Bronze Medal
Ice Cave Adventure
Ching Ching Chan (Hong Kong)

VAP Bronze Medal
Guca 1286
Dragoslav Mirkovic (Serbia)

VAP Bronze Medal
Leisure
Ningtai Yu (China)

Photo Travel (PTD)
Bronze Medal

AHPC Bronze Medal
Xuanwu Mountain
Yaolin Chen (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Night of Cinque Terre
Li Zhao (China)

AHPC Bronze Medal
Traditional Building Tulou in Nanjing
Aihua Wu (China)
Bronze Medal

SIPS Bronze Medal
Wheelchair Competition
Wendy Deng (Australia)

SIPS Bronze Medal
City of Arts and Sciences 4
Gottfried Catania (Malta)

SIPS Bronze Medal
Grand celebration
Zhiping Mo (China)
**TRICONTINENTAL PHOTO CIRCUIT 2021**

**ACCEPTANCE LIST**

**AUSTRALIA**
- Andrew Swinfield - A Battle Looms
- Andrew Swinfield - Beguiling Billie
- Andrew Swinfield - Furious Feline
- Andrew Swinfield - Innocence
- Ann Smallegange - Golden Green Stag Beetles
- Ann Smallegange - Female Scarlet Percher
- Bernd Stoffl - Plateau Sunset
- Bernd Stoffl - Visiting Taj Mahal
- Brenda Jones - Abstract in blue
- Brenda Jones - Blue trolley
- Brenda Jones - Sunrise at the lake
- Changpeng Jiang - photography
- Cora Lea - Shelduck pier at sunrise
- Cora Lea - Sunrise at Phillip Island pier
- Cora Lea - Water lilies
- Felix Shparberg - Adrian
- Felix Shparberg - Barrel racer
- Felix Shparberg - The past
- Gail Mooney - Night Out
- Grace Lee - Metal Art Artisan 2
- Greg McMillan - G’Day Mate
- Hongyun Li - Magic
- Martie Labuschagne - Water fall 7574
- Martie Labuschagne - Jetty at sunset
- Martie Labuschagne - Water flow 7574
- Sandy Mahon - The Way
- Sandy Mahon - Stonefruit Harvest
- Sandy Mahon - Bay of Fires
- Sandy Mahon - Stoneroot Harvest
- Sandy Mahon - Tassie Boatedsal
- Sandra Mahon - The Way
- Valerie Kleindienst - Baobabs in the Morning
- Valerie Kleindienst - Emmanuel with Sword
- Valerie Kleindienst - Giraffe and Baby
- Valerie Kleindienst - Mostar Bridge Reflection
- Wendy Deng - Cooking
- Wendy Deng - Making Beancurd Stick
- Wendy Deng - Monk2
- Wendy Deng - Workmen
- Yemin Zhang - Sunrise

**BAHRAIN**
- Wolfgang Habringer - Hongkong 71
- Wolfgang Habringer - Schloss Orth 06
- Fadhil Almutaghawi - I am still beautiful.
- Fadhil Almutaghawi - Namaste
- Fadhil Almutaghawi - Silence tells a lot

**BANGLADESH**
- Protap Shekhor Mohanto - Beauty of Light and Shade
- Protap Shekhor Mohanto - Limitation is a Source of Strength
- Sultan Ahmed Niloy - Add some more colors

**BELGIUM**
- Eric Weytens - BLUE
- Eric Weytens - MONT SAINT-MICHEL

**BRAZIL**
- Anelielle Schuman Ambrosio - White Rocks
- Anelielle Schuman Ambrosio - The View of the Rocks
- Marcia Marchietto - Salvador Dali
- Silvana Moreira - Pecan
- Silvana Moreira - Magnolia

**CANADA**
- Nancy Lee - Learning to Cook 1429

**CHINA**
- Aihua Wu - Mother And Child
- Aihua Wu - Store of the Blacksmith
- Aihua Wu - Dreaming
- Anhong Liu - Have Storm in Life Too
- Anhong Liu - Young Birds in the Rain
- Banglun Sui - The fairyland-Mount Huang
- Biao Zhou - Full of spirits
- Biao Zhou - Pooled for battle
- Biao Zhou - Compete skills
- Biao Zhou - Outside the Xizia Temple
- Bin He - Woman in the new era
- Bin He - Prison 4
- Boquan Xie - Flying in the blue sky
- Boquan Xie - Hover
- Boquan Xie - Magic world
- Caiying Wang - Break the quiet
- Caiying Wang - Dreamland
- Caiying Wang - Round hauk net
- Changxue Xie - Traditional oil mill
- Chengbo Sun - Autumn Rains
- Chengbo Sun - Spirit Of The Forest
- Chengbo Sun - Return home
- Chengbo Sun - Dance
- Chunhui Jiang - Me back then 1
- Chunhui Jiang - Look back
- Dazhung Wang - Sabah State Mosque
- Dazhung Wang - Childhood fun in summer
- Dazhung Wang - Tour in the painting
- Fang Liu - Another side
- Fang Liu - The flower of desire
- Fang Liu - Qinming
- Fang Liu - Christmas
- Feng Li - Admire
- Fengying Long - Fine view in Spokane34
- Fengying Long - Wheat field27
- Fugui Liang - morning grazing
- Gang Lei - Elks in the morning glow
- Gang Lei - Whisper in the morning fog
- Gaohao Hong - Pray
- Guangsheng Zhai - Red and Green
- Guizhong Guo - Relieve the grief
- Guoxu Xu - Distorted radish
- Guoxu Xu - Spanning chasm
- Guoxu Xu - Mystery of nature
- Guohua Li - Cabbage
- Guohua Li - Modern Architecture
- Guohua Li - Strive for Win
- Guojian Zhang - HuMo inheritance
- Guojian Zhang - Shicheng dawn
- Haizheng Li - Ancient Way of Winemaking
- Hanxi Li - Calling from afar8
- Hanxi Li - Human and nature
- Hanxi Li - Woman In Red2
- Hanxi Li - Dream of blue-and-white porcelain 1
- Hanxi Li - Woman under memorial archway
- Hanxi Li - Woman in red
- Hanxi Li - Glamour once more
- Hong Deng - A heavenly day at beach
- Hong Deng - handmade
- Hongbo Tian - take in everything in a glance
- Hongqing Zhang - Autumn woods and old houses
- Hongqing Zhang - education
- Hongyao Tian - Wait
- Houyu Liu - Underneath the stars
- Houyu Liu - Look into the sky
- Huabei Deng - Astonishing Sand Waves
- Huabei Deng - Pull
- Huabei Deng - topple the mountains and overturn the seas
- Huayun Wei - Festivity
- Hujue Wang - Return to
- Hujue Wang - Twisting and hiding women
- Huimin Wang - Jinshanling Great Wall in the fog
- Huimin Wang - Habitat
- Huimin Wang - Horses galloping in water
- Huizhong Zhao - Heaven of the soul 1
- Irene Wu - The Unruly Horse
- Irene Wu - Lotus Door
- Irene Wu - The Unruly Horse
- Irene Wu - Cottage in the countryside
- Ji Chen - Traditional method of wine-making 1
- Ji Chen - Yi ethnic elder
- Jianjun Huang - Egregs
- Jianjun Huang - Ancient house
- Jianping Li - Final sprint
- Jianping Li - Hold hands
- Jianping Li - Welcome Mazu against rain
- Jing Zhang - Longing for the Return
- Jingbin Ma - Colorful yuan Yang
- Jingtao Zhang - Sunset on the Pavilion
- Jinhong Fan - Characters of Sichuan Opera
- Jili Zhao - Gaze into the distance
- Jun Pan - Huaiyuan Tulou
- Jun Zhao - Curious
- Ka Gao - Swans in the Wild
- Ke Han - Month haze
- Ke Han - Mountain stream
- Ke Han - The blood moon
- Ke Han - The goddess of the desert
- Kunping Chen - Ure horses forward 2
- Kunping Chen - Spring plough
- Kunping Chen - Autumn scenery of tea garden
- Kunping Chen - Peking Opera 2
- Lin Xie - Galloping
- Lixin Wang - The lunch of low income family
- Lixin Wang - Gold Plating
- Luping Shen - Egypt's small commodity market
- Mei Yu - Expecting
- Ming Li - Wandering in fairland
- Ming Li - Drying cloth
- Ming Li - The outside world
- Ming Liu - Worry
- Ningting Yu - Picking up the sea goods
- Ningting Yu - Morning glow on cherry blossoms
- Peiwei Lin - Tangle
- Peiwei Lin - Tangle2
- Penglei Li - Whip the horse
- Penglei Li - Desert journey
- Penglin Li - Red dragon dancing in sparks
- Peng Dai - life3
- Ping Fang - Bangladesh train station
- Ping Fang - Dockers
- Ping Liu - Pastoral return
- Ping Liu - Horse herding map
- Ping Xu - Red huts of Buddha country
- Ping Xu - Dazzling Lusheh Dance
- Ping Xu - Nets in the evening glow
- Ping Xu - Golden intertidal zone
- Qiuhai Sun - A Running Horse in the Sun
- Qiuhai Sun - A Fisher Girl
- Qiuyuan Zhu - Impression
- Qiuyuan Zhu - search
- Quan Lu - In the movie magic horse
- Shao Qing - Impression
- Shao Qing - Impression
- Shaojun Yu - Qilian County Under Evening Glow
- Shaojun Yu - The Songzanlin Monastery
- Shaoji Zheng - Quiver Trees under starry sky
- Shaoji Zheng - The roundest village 1
- Sheng Dong - RED
- Sheng Dong - THE MAGICIAN
- Shengping Zhu - Soar into the sky
- Shijia Ni - Spectacular
- Shijia Ni - Spectacular
- Shijun Yu - Quian County Under Sunlight Glow
- Ting Li - The rhyme of the dance
- Ting Li - The rhyme of the dance
- Tong Hu - Col Or Palette
- Tong Hu - Col Or Palette

**VISUAL ART**

**OPEN COLOR**

**TRICONTINENTAL PHOTO CIRCUIT 2021**
Salon 1, Visual Art  USA

Sandy Mahon - The Balancing Rock
Sam Fernando - Zebra lovers
Sam Fernando - Inside a mosque in Brunei
Yemin Zhang - Old House
Yemin Zhang - Soldier

AUSTRIA
Wolfgang Habringer - The Way Down 23
Wolfgang Habringer - Waves 60

BANGLADESH
Protap Shelkor Mohanto - Prayer with Social Distance

BELGIUM
Eric Weytens - YOGA

BRAZIL
Silvana Moreira - Lines

CANADA
Peter Lee - Dog Sled Racing D03

CHINA
Aihua Wu - Joy
Aihua Wu - Road to the Sky
Bai Li - Epitome of hometown
Basil Gongsang - Old craft
Biao Zhou - Conversation
Biao Zhou - Legend of Loulan 2
Bin He - Distance of Love 2
Bin He - Home 2
Bin He - Home 3
Bing Yuan - Dancing posture
Bing Yuan - The beauty
Changshun Xie - Sorrowful
Changxue Xie - Camel shadows in the desert
Changxue Xie - Skilled
Chengbo Sun - Walk Into The Sunshine
Chengbo Sun - Dress and make up
Chunhui Jiang - Detached 1
Chunhui Jiang - Rhyme
Dongjiang Shen - Looking forward to
Feng Li - The steeds in the snowfield
Feng Li - Galloping horses
Feng Li - The world of snow
Fuqiang Zou - Electricity industry workers
Fuqiang Zou - High altitude weaving
Fuqiang Zou - Lifting
Fuqiang Zou - Work together
Gang Zheng - Flying Youth 2
Gang Zheng - Flying Youth 3
Gaochao Hong - Evening glow
Guanghui Chen - Camel team in the desert
Guangsheng Zhai - The scenery is unique
Guangsheng Zhai - Quiet
Gushua Li - On the Road
Gushua Li - Life Reflection
Haizheng Li - Wonderland
Hanxin Li - Calling from afar13
Hanxin Li - Deep into desert2
Hanxin Li - The snow elves
Hanxin Li - Back to nature
Hong Deng - joy
Huizhen Lin - do homework
Huizhong Zhao - teahouse5
Irene Wu - Perfect Tie-Down Roping
Irene Wu - A Conversation Through Time
Irene Wu - murmuration
Irene Wu - Fast and Furious
Ji Chen - People in Yi village
Jiakuan Li - pastoral
Jiakuan Li - Years has left a mark
Jianjun Huang - Seeking
Jianping Li - Sunrise from distant mountains
Jianping Li - Football match
Jianping Li - Return lately
Jianyu Zhou - Elder lady
Jianzhong Wang - Empty
Jianzhong Wang - Lonely Tree
Jianzhong Wang - The last psalm
Jianzhong Wang - Longing Go Far Away
Jie Xu - Sound of Nature
Jihe Yao - Boiler
Jian Xu - Bless
Jian Xu - Desire
Jian Xu - The elder
Jing Zhang - The Ganges Worship Ceremony
Jinhong Fan - Tobacco stall
Jinli Zhao - Holy Buddha Hall
Jiyuan Zhang - Winding mountain road
Jun Pan - Pastoral of The Prairie
Jun Pan - French beauty
Jun Pan - Under the feet
Kangyuang Qian - I want to fly
Kangyuang Qian - Old peasant
Ke Han - African boy
Ke Han - Repairing yard
Ke Han - visit
Kunping Chen - Morning glow
Kunping Chen - Return-1
Kunping Chen - Joyous people and jumping fish
Kunping Chen - The elder making cigarette holders
Li Zhao - Crescent Moon Spring
Li Zhao - Turret of Palace Museum
Lin Xie - White horse
Linxi Song - Inextricably -- Chinese Intangible Cultural Heritage Inner Mongolia Bok
Linxi Song - Decision Battle -- Chinese Intangible Cultural Heritage Boke, Inner Mongolia
Lixin Wang - Playing diabolo
Lixin Wang - Lifetime companion
Ma Enkai - Sprints in the male column
Ming Li - Travel in wind and snow
Ming Li - Hard to extricate himself
Ming Lu - Spinning prayer wheel
Peng Dai - Life4
Peng Dai - The Way Home1
Peng Fang - Stone Village
Peng Fang - Village girl
Peng Liu - A good fool
Peng Xu - Rush with the tide
Peng Xu - Scene of working
Peng Xu - Hanging net in Xiapu
Qihua Sun - A Cuban Boy
Qingfu Yang - Horses galloping 5
Qingfu Yang - The fisherman in Yantian
Shaojun Yu - The Look Of An Anticipating Child
Shaojun Yu - The Beauty
Shaojun Yu - Desert journey
Shuzhou Zhang - Galloping horses
Shuzhou Zhang - A combined vase
Tian Zhong - A combined vase
Tong Hu - Lasar Movement
Tong Hu - Plateau morning
Tong Hu - Chang Sea
Weihua Ma - People near the river
Weijie Liang - Motionless
Weijie Liang - Emptiness
Weimin Qi - Kun opera through six hundred years
Weiping Chen - Little mursi boy
Weiping Chen - Poverty and happiness
Wenxiu Zeng - Fly freely
Wenxiu Zeng - The song of the desert2
Xiaohao Situ - Religion and Secularity
Xiaohua Zhang - The feast in ancient kiln
Xiaohua Zhang - Seeking porcelain in Dragon Kiln
Xiaoqing Mao - Trust
Xiaoqing Mao - Childhood
Xiong Xiao - Yearning
Xiping An - Heydar Aliev Center
Xiping An - Galloping camels and joyful dog 5
Xiping An - Heydar Aliev Center 15
Xiping An - Anxious waiting
Xuefeng Zhao - Show
Xuelan Yang - Craftsman
Xu Zhang - The beauty of Ke nationality old man
Yaozilei Tai - Ke girls in tankumzi
Yaozilei Tai - Happy smile of Ke nationality old man
Yingulin Chen - Night Through the Ancient City Gate
Yingulin Chen - The Road Through the Clouds
Yaping Ma - Foggy dawn
Yelong Cui - The outside world
Yu Hu - Cloud horse
Yu Hu - Dreamy Mountain Village
Yu Hu - The City in the Sky
Yiming Yang - Old Woman
Yiming Yang - Walking on stilts
Yin Tang - miasma
Yin Tang - The wind and clouds are surging
Yin Tang - cool
Yinshan Huo - Return from work 1
Yinshan Huo - Mother in the countryside
Yonghe Wang - Sprint moment
Yonghe Wang - Twilight years
Yongxing Nie - Yixing
Yongxing Nie - I am back
Youwei Weng - lassoing wild horses
Yu Pan - The Silence
Yuhua Zhang - Sailing in the Mist
Yuhua Zhang - Unbeatable
Yunxiang Xu - Upper and lower part
Yue Chen - Mortal life
Zhaqiaoing Li - Longli terraces
Zhaqiaoing Li - The girl leading the camel
Zhaqiaoing Li - Camels in the desert
Zhaqiaoing Li - Weave birdcages
Zhi Xu - Looking into the distance
Zhi Xu - Kangrinboqe
Zhi Xu - Charm
Zhiqiang Wu - The old man
Zhiping Liu - Night of Heishui City
Zhiping Liu - Road
Zhiping Mo - gallop2
Zhiping Mo - haircut
Zhiping Mo - Piggyback
Zhizhou Jiang - Against the wind and snow
Zhizhou Jiang - Go to plough
Zhiping Mo - Piggyback
Zhiping Mo - gallop2
Zhiping Mo - haircut
Zhiping Mo - Piggyback
Zhizhou Jiang - Against the wind and snow
Zhizhou Jiang - Go to plough
Yiu Wah Wong - Twins 658 BW
Yiu Wah Wong - Coria 821 BW

HUNGARY
Imre Kiss - Bend
Istvan Kerekes - Maramuresan tale
Istvan Kerekes - Best friends

INDIA
Ashok Kumar - Scrap Collector
Ashok Kumar - Lighthouse Kapu
Ashok Kumar - Jockey of Kambala
Asok Sengupta - THE VISIONARY
Mrinal Sen - The Cowherd 2
Sujeet Mhatre - HAPPINESS OF OLD FRIENDS
Vasudev H Masarakall - MOTHER SOLICITUDE

FINLAND
Jarmo Mäki - Olivia
Jarmo Mäki - Robin

FRANCE
Bruno Scheibel - Trompe l'oeil
Guy B Samoyault - Agresif
Guy B Samoyault - Solitary efforts
Guy B Samoyault - Serpentine

GERMANY
Alexander Hochhaus - Expectant mother
Barbara Schmidt - feste Burg
Gerhard Boehm - Table Top - SW
Gerhard Boehm - Table Top - SW4
Gerhard Boehm - Duo 5 - SW
Gerhard Boehm - Light and Shadow 2
Gunther Buesching - Auf dem Weg
Gunther Buesching - Lauf zur Huette 2
Gunther Buesching - Tuerme
Gunther Riehle - emperor colony in snow storm 21 bw
Gunther Riehle - catch the tail bw
Wolfgang Schwenen - Stairway 2

Greece
Mytilinos Georgios - CRITICAROS II
Mytilinos Georgios - CHRIS
Mytilinos Georgios - HORIZONTAS
Vasilis Kazepidis - Dervishes 07
Vasilis Kazepidis - Maria No 03

HONG KONG
Andy Cheung - Hu\'an women4
Andy Cheung - superS2
Chi Fun Fanny Ng - Homeward Bound
Ching Ching Chan - Excited to Head Home
Ching Ching Chan - Miss Home
Ching Ching Chan - My Daily Work
Ching Ching Chan - Tribal Children
Hung Tsui - Love 101
Hung Tsui - A family of polar bears 101
Hung Tsui - A cold morning
Hung Tsui - A family of polar bears 102
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Smiley girl 321 BW
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Thai Game
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Rugby Game 010
Li Ka Wai - TREND
Li Ka Wai - CHARM
Li Ka Wai - FATHOM
Li Ka Wai - TOUCHING
Wolfgang Lin - Ballet Queen
Wolfgang Lin - Eret as a flower
Wolfgang Lin - Ancient Princess 17
Wolfgang Lin - Silky Dance 8
Yiu Wah Wong - Boxing 283
Yiu Wah Wong - Rugby 680

USA
Chin Leong Teo - Two Girls Sand Dune 1

HUNGARY
Imre Kiss - Bend
Istvan Kerekes - Maramuresan tale
Istvan Kerekes - Best friends

INDIA
Ashok Kumar - Scrap Collector
Ashok Kumar - Lighthouse Kapu
Ashok Kumar - Jockey of Kambala
Asok Sengupta - THE VISIONARY
Mrinal Sen - The Cowherd 2
Sujeet Mhatre - HAPPINESS OF OLD FRIENDS
Vasudev H Masarakall - MOTHER SOLICITUDE

FINLAND
Jarmo Mäki - Olivia
Jarmo Mäki - Robin

FRANCE
Bruno Scheibel - Trompe l'oeil
Guy B Samoyault - Agresif
Guy B Samoyault - Solitary efforts
Guy B Samoyault - Serpentine

GERMANY
Alexander Hochhaus - Expectant mother
Barbara Schmidt - feste Burg
Gerhard Boehm - Table Top - SW
Gerhard Boehm - Table Top - SW4
Gerhard Boehm - Duo 5 - SW
Gerhard Boehm - Light and Shadow 2
Gunther Buesching - Auf dem Weg
Gunther Buesching - Lauf zur Huette 2
Gunther Buesching - Tuerme
Gunther Riehle - emperor colony in snow storm 21 bw
Gunther Riehle - catch the tail bw
Wolfgang Schwenen - Stairway 2

Greece
Mytilinos Georgios - CRITICAROS II
Mytilinos Georgios - CHRIS
Mytilinos Georgios - HORIZONTAS
Vasilis Kazepidis - Dervishes 07
Vasilis Kazepidis - Maria No 03

HONG KONG
Andy Cheung - Hu\'an women4
Andy Cheung - superS2
Chi Fun Fanny Ng - Homeward Bound
Ching Ching Chan - Excited to Head Home
Ching Ching Chan - Miss Home
Ching Ching Chan - My Daily Work
Ching Ching Chan - Tribal Children
Hung Tsui - Love 101
Hung Tsui - A family of polar bears 101
Hung Tsui - A cold morning
Hung Tsui - A family of polar bears 102
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Smiley girl 321 BW
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Thai Game
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Rugby Game 010
Li Ka Wai - TREND
Li Ka Wai - CHARM
Li Ka Wai - FATHOM
Li Ka Wai - TOUCHING
Wolfgang Lin - Ballet Queen
Wolfgang Lin - Eret as a flower
Wolfgang Lin - Ancient Princess 17
Wolfgang Lin - Silky Dance 8
Yiu Wah Wong - Boxing 283
Yiu Wah Wong - Rugby 680
Salon 1: Visual Art

USA

Marcia Marchetto - Laguna Colorada
Silvana Moreira - Fourteen birds
Silvana Moreira - Heron

CANADA

Nancy Lee - Searching for Food
Nancy Lee - Barred Owl Caught a Vole L53
Peter Lee - Kruger Elephant Mother and Cub
Peter Lee - Barred Owl Caught A Vole

CHINA

Baoli Gong - nesting
Changshun Xie - Dinner
Changshun Xie - Spring dance
Chengbo Sun - The white tailed Eagle
Chengbo Sun - Morning song
Fengying Long - Hummingbird117
Guoan Xu - The family
Guoan Xu - Victory
Guoan Xu - Fighting leopards
Guoan Xu - Frolic
Guoan Li - Li - Struggle
Guoemi Yang - Vigorous renewal
Huizhong Zhao - The canyon guard
Irene Wu - Miracles of Nature
Jiaikuan Li - egret
Jiapings Li - Show feather
Jie Xu - Return
Kangyuan Qian - Mother and son
Kunping Chen - Egret combing hair
Kunping Chen - Egret-stop quarreling
Kunping Chen - Nurture
Kunping Chen - Egret-contend for food 5
Li Zhao - Reflection of golden poplar
Li Zhao - Spring water flowing over stones
Li Zhao - Sunrise in Juynanhai
Linji Song - Mom's love
Ming Li - Do not be afraid
Ming Li - Big eyes
Peiwu Lin - Cry piteously for food
Peiwu Lin - Egret fishing
Peiwu Lin - Feed
Ronghong Zhong - Kingfisher fishing
Ronghong Zhong - Succeed
Sanqi Lin - Go home
Sanqi Lin - Harvest
Sanqi Lin - Gentoo penguin
Weihua Ma - Guard
Weihua Ma - Mating of the icranocephalus wallichi
Weihua Lin - Air chacha
Xiaohao S itu - huntingThe city of fan traceThe city of fan trace
Xianquan Hou - Home of shells
Xianquan Hou - Like a song
Xianquan Hou - Surge
Xiaolin Luo - feed young bird
Xiongming Wang - Sichuan golden snub-nosed monkey - the smell of bark
Xiping An - Hang over the water
Xiping Chui - Drive
Yanru Shen - Frolicking 3
Yanru Shen - Quick march
Yanru Shen - Catch snake 3
Yanru Shen - Aborting cubs
Yue Li - Kingfisher out of water
Yue Li - Breed 1
Yuhua Zhang - Discover
Yuxu Chen - Care 2
Yuxu Chen - Family kiss
Zhizhou Jiang - Morning tune
Zhizhou Jiang - Withered
Zhizhou Jiang - Homeland

Zihouguang Jiang - Dependence
Zhoufan Cui - Mountain floating in the clouds
Zhoufan Cui - Scenery of Heaven Lake in Changbai Mountain

CROATIA

Amy Jazic - Seagull
Amy Jazic - In the Line

GERMANY

Gunther Riehle - atlantic puffin in flight 10
Gunther Riehle - curious king penguins on beach

GREECE

Vasilis Kazeptidis - Mushrooms 02

HONG KONG

Chi Fun Fanny Ng - Brotherly Fight
Chi Fun Fanny Ng - Close Encounter
Ching Ching Chan - Capture
Ching Ching Chan - Chatting
Ching Ching Chan - Childhood Sweetheart
Ching Ching Chan - Take a Ride
Hung Tsui - Two cheektails under sunset
Hung Tsui - Play
Hung Tsui - Last stand of the wildebeests baby
Hung Tsui - kids like playing
Kwok Kei Daniel Tsie - Family Penguin 001
Kwok Kei Daniel Tsie - Swimming
Kwok Kei Daniel Tsie - Bear Fight 001
Li Ka Wai - KILLER
Li Ka Wai - ACTION
Yiu Wah Wong - Snow monkey 876
Yiu Wah Wong - Snow monkey 477
Yiu Wah Wong - Feeding 223c

HUNGARY

Imre Kiss - Among the water drops
Imre Kiss - In the midst
Imre Kiss - Ladybird
Imre Kiss - Moss in backlight

INDIA

Ashok Kumar - Egg Laying Insect
Ashok Kumar - Wasp Building Nest
Ashok Kumar - Bat Eating Fruit
Mrinal Sen - Blue Winged Siva 2
Mrinal Sen - Buzzard in Action 2
Mrinal Sen - Herons Love
Mrinal Sen - I am Hungry
Sujeet Mhatre - KILL
Sujeet Mhatre - LION MEATING
Sujeet Mhatre - MOOD
Vasudev H Masarakall - FEEDING
Vasudev H Masarakall - THE FIGHT
Vasudev H Masarakall - GROSSSHOPPERS MATING

INDONESIA

Ajar Setiadi - the big meal

ISRAEL

Hedva Boger - Making Love
Menachem Sinai - A flower to my love
Menachem Sinai - big smile small smile
Menachem Sinai - that's mine

ITALY

Ivana Sancandi - Blue butterfly
Ivana Sancandi - Contrast
Vincenzo Di Panfilo - Basalt isle
Vincenzo Di Panfilo - Jurassic valley

MACAU

Sherman Cheang - Egret Feeding Baby 2
Sherman Cheang - How Are You
Sherman Cheang - Keep Warm
Sherman Cheang - Searching Our Food

MALAYSIA

Graeme Guy - Angry Birds
Graeme Guy - Final Seconds
Graeme Guy - Osprey and chick
Loh Tuck Yeong - LOVING PAIR 2
Loh Tuck Yeong - HAPPY VALENTINE
Loh Tuck Yeong - BIG \ KITCH
Loh Tuck Yeong - EGG PROTECTOR 2
Min Tan - Vestihrorn aurora
Min Tan - Kudat rock beach

SAUDI ARABIA

Shaker Alawarsh - Bosom of my mom
Shaker Alawarsh - Sunset - Bentuta - Sri lanka
Shaker Alawarsh - My reflection

SCOTLAND

Ian Mitchell - Aviemore Squirrel

SINGAPORE

Chin Leong Teo - Nesting Heron Chicks 4
Chin Leong Teo - Nesting Heron Chicks 6
Chin Leong Teo - Nesting Heron Chicks 4

SLOVENIA

Janet Paper - HUNGRY MOUTH
Janet Paper - LORD OF THE FOREST
Neneka Papic - Misty morning
Neneka Papic - The lost world

SOUTH AFRICA

Francois Van Der Watt - Playing games
Francois Van Der Watt - Frog for breakfast
Francois Van Der Watt - Crocodile sushi
Treurnicht Du Toit - Artistic Environment
Treurnicht Du Toit - Predicting Disaster
Wilmel Kruger - Leopard mom cub 1
Wilmel Kruger - Lioness cub breakfast
Wilmel Kruger - Leopard two teeth

SPAIN

Angel Benito Zapata - de dia
Angel Benito Zapata - rinodos

SRI LANKA

Heshan Peiris - Auguries of Innocence
Heshan Peiris - It's Play time
Heshan Peiris - Kitten Combatants
Heshan Peiris - The safest place on Earth

TAWAIN

Chen-you Li - Couple 210
Chen-you Li - Hunter 118
Chen-you Li - Hunting 138

TURKEY

Filiz Kopuru - buzdaerzurum
Filiz Kopuru - nallihanda

USA

Andrew Kurchey - Moth on tree
Baoting Chen - Emperor Penguin and Chick
Baoting Chen - Flamingo and Chick
Baoting Chen - Mother and Cub
Baoting Chen - Wish to Fly
Barbara Kuebler - Hungry RS Hawk 21
Barbara Kuebler - Breeding Woodstorks
Barbara Kuebler - Owl Wings High
Hung Ho - YOSEMITE D
Hung Ho - CONVICT LAKE A
Jie Fischer - Migrating Gnu 12
Jie Fischer - Lion Hunting 1
Jie Fischer - Chetah Hunting2
Jie Fischer - Lion hunting 8
Lillian Roberts - Roadrunner V Scorpion 2021
Louise Xie - Look at this family
Louise Xie - Play each other
Minhduong Tran - Catch You
Minhduong Tran - Lunch Time 3
Nigonco To - Labor of love 4
Terry Dickerson - Lupine Feeds
Terry Dickerson - Pacific Sea Nettle
Tom Savage - Eating Together
Tom Savage - Grizzly Catches a Chunm
Tom Savage - Yellow-bill with Branch
Valentina Sokolskaya - Demanding Food
Wei Xu - Feeding
Wei Xu - Hunting
Wei Xu - Robbing

VIETNAM

Hung T truong Ba - Hai au bat ca
Quang Vinh Dang - Nhen 7

VISUAL ART

PHOTO TRAVEL

AUSTRALIA

Bern Stoff - Hagia Sophia at Night
Bern Stoff - On Yamuna River
Bern Stoff - The Leie at Ghent
Cora Lea - Horse shoe bay
Cora Lea - Cardwell pier
Cora Lea - Bay of fires
Da Yu - dream blue
Danny Dunne - Bryce Canyon
Danny Dunne - Hut on Hill
Danny Dunne - Manarolla at Dusk
Ewan Arnolnda - Morning Sun Over Cape Schanck
Felix Shparberg - Cannes geometry
Felix Shparberg - Central station
Felix Shparberg - Flamy sunset
Felix Shparberg - Singapore night
Gail Mooney - Opera House
Gail Mooney - Taj Mahal From Agra Fort
Gail Mooney - That Leaning Tower
Greg Mcmillan - Spiritual Overseer
Greg Mcmillan - That Leaning Tower
Greg Mcmillan - This is Our Life
Hongyun Li - Metropol Parasol

Heshan Peiris - Auguries of Innocence
Heshan Peiris - It's Play time
Heshan Peiris - Kitten Combatants
Heshan Peiris - The safest place on Earth
**SOUTH AFRICA**

Leon Jacobs - Basilica on the hill
Leon Jacobs - In China countryside

**SPAIN**

Angel Benito Zapata - camino a casa
Angel Benito Zapata - en movimiento
Angel Benito Zapata - gondolero de boda
Angel Benito Zapata - las flores
Joaquin Salinas D’ Anglada - AMANCER ENTRE DOS LUCES
Joaquin Salinas D’ Anglada - PAISAJE DE LA BAHIA 2

**TURKEY**

Filizkoprule - coronadanamanaz
Filizkoprule - huzuruda

**USA**

Barbara Kuebler - Havana Barbershop
Barbara Kuebler - Havana Neighborhood
Dena Janson - STEPTOE VIEW NO 2
Donald Dedonato - Sicilian Horse and Cart
Donald Dedonato - Louvre Pyramids and Rain
Donald Dedonato - Trevi Fountain at Night
Donald Dedonato - View across the Vltava River
Jim Hagan - Flag Street
Jim Hagan - Iowa Capital Library
John Beishke - Checkpoint Charlie Berlin
Lillian Roberts - Togo Middle School 01
Louise Xie - Holi Festival
Minhduong Tran - Palou Field 11
Ngocan To - Longji terraced field
Ngocan To - Terrace farming 2
Ngocan To - Working till dusk
Terry Dickerson - At the Aquarium
Terry Dickerson - Blue Whale Display

**VIETNAM**

Hung Truong Ba - Bao ton dieu muat truyen thong

**AUSTRALIAN HORIZON OPEN COLOR**

**AUSTRALIA**

Andrew Swinfield - Beguiling Billie
Andrew Swinfield - Furious Feline
Ann Smallegange - Golden Green Stag Beetles
Ann Smallegange - Female Scarlet Percher
Bernd Stoll - Moritzburg
Bernd Stoll - Plateau Sunset
Bernd Stoll - Prague Misenska at Night
Brenda Jones - Blue trolley
Brenda Jones - The one that got away
Cora Lee - Shorncliffe pier at sunrise
Cora Lee - Water lilies
Da Yu - jump
Danny Dunne - Cracked Walls
Danny Dunne - Snow Tube Riders
Felix Shaparberg - The past
Gail Mctaggart - Brotherly Cuddles
Gail Mooney - Ghosts Past
Gail Mooney - Harbour Bridge
Gail Mooney - Unseen
Grace Bryant - Strength Test
Greg Mcmillan - Duranbah Surfer No 1
Greg Mcmillan - G’Day Mate
Hongyun Li - Thrilling moment
Hongyun Li - Giant tide
James Ide - Apprehension
James Ide - Living in the Moment
James Ide - Quizzical
Jennie Stock - Crested Guineafowl
Jennie Stock - Floating Trio
Jennie Stock - Ovis
Jill Hancock - Devils by starlight
Jill Hancock - Poplars in autumn
John Jiang - Motocross 56
John Jiang - Wheelchair racing 24
John Sheen - Soldiers Point Sunrise
Jue Jin - conquer
Jue Jin - traces of the years
Kaz Childs - Serenade
Kerry Boytell - A PLEASURABLE INVITATION
Kerry Boytell - RACING WITH EAGLES
Kerry Boytell - PROPHET OF DOOM
Kerry Boytell - VENETIAN CROWN
Kym Houston - It’s in his eyes
Kym Houston - Johnny
Liping Cao - the yearning of the little cowboy
Martie Labuschagne - Lemon splash 7940
Martie Labuschagne - Water flow 7574
Paul Thompson - Too Cool for School
Paul Thompson - Liquid Gold
Paul Thompson - A Touch of Red
Rae Stannaway - Flying High
Rae Stannaway - Vinyard
Rita England - Rivers Run Dry
Rita England - Spice Clock
Rogier Frost - Plaats but after dark
Rogier Frost - rural cottage remains
Sam Fernando - Boating in a lake
Sandy Mahon - Bay of Fires
Sandy Mahon - Stonefruit Harvest
Sandy Mahon - Tassie Boatshead
Sandy Mahon - The Way
Stephan Labuschagne - Fixing my shoe 9838
Stephan Labuschagne - Tri Series 0840
Valerie Kleindienst - Baobabs in the Morning
Valerie Kleindienst - Emmanuel with Sword
Valerie Kleindienst - Giraffe and Baby
Weijin Li - Roder
Weijin Li - Roder 2
Weijin Li - Veteran
Wendy Deng - Cooking
Wendy Deng - MakingBeancurd Stick
Wendy Deng - Monk2
Wendy Deng - Workmen

**BRAHIN**

Fadhil Almutaghawi - I am still beautiful.
Fadhil Almutaghawi - Namaste
Fadhil Almutaghawi - Silence tells a lot

**BANGLADESH**

Protap Shekhor Mohanto - Wings of Mind
Protap Shekhor Mohanto - Life on Wheels

**BELGIUM**

Eric Weytens - MILK
Eric Weytens - MONT SAINT-MICHEL

**BRAZIL**

Marcia Marchetto - In the dark
Marcia Marchetto - Salvador Dali

**CANADA**

Daniel Ye - Cuban lifestyle34
Nancy Lee - Learning to Cook L429

**CHINA**

Aihua Wu - Mother And Child
Aihua Wu - Store of the Blacksmith
Aihua Wu - Dreaming
Banglui Sai - Beauty in the desert
Banglui Sai - the fairyland-Mount Huang
Biao Zhou - Compete skills
Bin He - Woman in the new era
Bin He - Ballad of dream
Bing Yuan - Light dance
Bing Yuan - Between love and death
Changjian Fang - Morning light
Changshun Xie - See off
Changxue Xie - Food smell among rural kitchen
Changxue Xie - Leisurely life
Changxue Xie - Traditional oil mill
Chengbo Sun - Autumn Rains
Chengbo Sun - Return home
Chunhui Jiang - Me back then 2
Chunhui Jiang - My love
Dazhong Wang - Sabat State Mosque
Dazhong Wang - Childhood fun in summer
Dengyu Chen - Life of monks
Dengyu Chen - Snowscape at the Potala Palace
Fang Liu - Another side
Fang Liu - The flower of desire
Fang Liu - Christmas
Feng Li - Admire
Feng Li - Childlike innocence
Feng Li - Exam on the playground
Fengying Long - Wheat field 9
Fengying Long - Wheat field 27
Fuqiang You - Kid in peasant family
Fuqiang Zou - Strive for supremacy
Gang Wu - Childhood
Gang Zeng - Galaxy SoHo
Gaoxiao Hong - Land of idyllic beauty
Guanghui Chen - Whip camels in the desert
Guanghui Chen - Beautiful encounter
Guanghui Chen - Umbrella craftsman
Guizhong Guo - Solace
Guizhong Guo - Life
Guoan Xu - Distorted radish
Guoan Xu - Spanning chasm
Guoan Xu - Mystery of nature
Guohua Li - On the fair way
Guojian Zhang - HuiMo inheritance
Guojian Zhang - Shicheng dawn
Guoemi Yang - Sinuous dragon in wetland
Guoxiang Zheng - Left-behind children
Haizheng Li - Ancient Way of Winemaking
Haizheng Li - Mother-daughter
Hanxin Li - Calling from afar
Hanxin Li - Woman In Red2
Hanxin Li - Dream of blue-and-white porcelain 1
Hanxin Li - Woman In red
Hao Lin - trim vegetables for cooking
Hongbo Tian - terrace
Homing Zhang - Autumn woods and old houses
Hongyao Tian - Wait
Hongzhi Ma - On its way home
Hongzhi Ma - Sunset go home
Houyu Liu - Umbrella crafts
Houyu Liu - Underneath the stars
Huaibei Dong - Astonishing Sand Waves
Huaibei Dong - topple the mountains and overturn the seas
Huijuan Wang - Give me a smile
Huijuan Wang - Return to
Huijuan Wang - Twisting and hiding women
Huimin Wang - Horses galloping in water
Salon 2. Horizon Australian

AUSTRALIAN HORIZON NATURE

AUSTRALIA
Ann Smallengage - Brown Honeyeater In Grevillea
Ann Smallengage - Koala On The Move
Cora Lea - My babies
Cora Lea - Superb wren with fly
Danny Dunne - Elephant Family
Danny Dunne - Fighting Kangaroos
Danny Dunne - Meercat Cave
David Henderson - Breaching 3
David Henderson - Elephant Walk
Felix Shahpar - Greeting
Felix Shahpar - Unexpected guest
Felix Shahpar - Zebra baby
Fran Mcfadzen - Skirmish
Grace Bryant - Going Down
Grace Bryant - Shifting Sand
Graeme Watson - Pied Oyster Catcher Eating Mussel
Greg Mccmllan - Beak N Fish
Greg Mccmllan - Eye on the Prize
Jeffrey Venning - Eagle Eyes
Jennie Stock - Openbill with Snail
Jennie Stock - Weaving
John Jiang - The water splash dance 20
John Jiang - Water dance 13
Kaz Childis - The Littlest Fiddlehead
Kerry Boytell - BREAKFAST FOR A WHITE TAIL
Kerry Boytell - HERMIT DRINKING
Kerry Boytell - LANDING FOR DINNER
Kerry Boytell - A SNOWYS MEAL IN SIGHT
Kerry Boytell - The Littlest Fiddlehead
Kerry Boytell - BIRDS MEAL IN SIGHT
Kerry Boytell - BREAKFAST FOR A WHITE TAIL

EAGLE

Kerry Boytell - BREAKFAST FOR A WHITE TAIL

NATURE

AUSTRALIAN HORIZON

Quang Vinh Dang - Disaster
Quang Vinh Dang - The white sea

AUSTRIA
Wolfgang Habringer - Elk 87
Wolfgang Habringer - Hauenlangur 42
Wolfgang Habringer - Kangaroo 61

BANGLADESH
Protap Shekhor Mohanto - Great Cormorant in Flight

BELGIUM
Dre Van Mensel - Al Paren  Eten

BRAZIL
Aneliise Schumann Ambrosio - Flying
Aneliise Schumann Ambrosio - Coruja Buraqueira
Antenor Concha - gray heron
Marcia Marchetto - Inhospitable
Silvana Moreira - Bird
Silvana Morreira - Heron

CANADA
Peter Lee - Kruger Elephant Mother and Cub
Tin Sang Chan - Cormorant catch Fish
Tin Sang Chan - Fox and Kit

CHINA
Badol Gong - Cheetah mother and son
Badol Gong - nestling
Changshun Xie - Spout
Changshun Xie - Dual flight
Changshun Xie - Spring dance
Chenbo Sun - The white tailed Eagle
Chenbo Sun - Morning song
Gang Lei - Source of life
Gang Lei - Growth
Guoan Xu - The family
Guoan Xu - Victory
Guoan Xu - Fighting leopards
Guoan Xu - Frolic
Guoan Li - compete
Hongyao Tian - Swan in the Snow
Huizhong Zhao - Antelope Canyon1
Huizhong Zhao - Antelope Canyon2
Irene Wu - Nature's Elves
Jiakuan Li - Swant
Jie Xu - A family of three
Jie Xu - Sound
Jixian Zhang - Water waves
Kumping Chen - Egret combing hair
Kumping Chen - Egret-stop quarreling
Kumping Chen - Egret-extend for food 5
Linli Song - Snow Spirit - Wild Sika Deer
Linli Song - Mom's love
Ming Li - Do not be afraid
Ming Li - Big eyes
Ningta Yu - Countless
Ningta Yu - Chasing
Peiwa Lin - Egret fishing
Qingfu Yang - Snuggle
Ronghong Zhong - Kingfisher fishing
Ronghong Zhong - Succeed
Sanqi Lin - Go home
Sanqi Lin - Harvest
Sanqi Lin - Gentoo penguin
Weihua Ma - A pair of dragonflies
Weihua Ma - Matting of the irocanechpalus wallichi
Weimlin Lin - Air chacha
Xiasha Situ - stealthy/eve of fan trace
Xingming Wang - Sacalin golden snub-nosed monkey - lookout
Xiping An - Fly over the river 3
Xiping An - Dance trippingly
Xiping An - A family of four
Xiping An - Hang over the water
Xiping Chaui - Capture
Xiping Chaui - Drive
Yanru Shen - Quick march
Yanru Shen - Catch snake 3
Yanru Shen - Annoying cubs
Yiming Yang - White Rhinoceros Baby Walking
Yiming Yang - Home of Elephants

CROATIA
Amy Jazic - Seagull
Amy Jazic - Young mother

ENGLAND
Jesse Cason - Barn owl on a haystack
Trevor Woods - Grey Heron Nest Building 0500
Trevor Woods - Grey Heron Nest Building 9882
Trevor Woods - Red Squirrel 6247

FINLAND
Hannu Laakso - Morning catch
Hannu Laakso - Give way or
Jarmo Maki - Attractive
Jarmo Maki - Colorful

FRANCE
Bruno Scheibel - Jumeau
Bruno Scheibel - Meduse

GERMANY
Gunther Riehe - atlantic puffin in flight wf 10
Gunther Riehe - curious king penguins on beach
Herds Halvas-nielsen - Lepard at Tubu Tree
Herds Halvas-nielsen - Playing Ice Bears

GREECE
Mytilinos Georgios - RELAX

HONG KONG
Chi Fun Fanny Ng - Brotherly Fight
Chi Fun Fanny Ng - Close Encounter
Ching Ching Chan - Capture
Ching Ching Chan - Chatting
Ching Ching Chan - Childhood Sweetheart
Ching Ching Chan - Take a Ride
H W Chan - Snow wild ape 66
H W Chan - Eye with hostility NO1
Hung Tsai - Two cheetahs under sunset
Hung Tsai - Play
Hung Tsai - Last stand of the wildebeests baby
Hung Tsai - kids like playing
Kwo Kei Daniel Tse - Swimming
Kwo Kei Daniel Tse - Bear Fight 001
Kwo Kei Daniel Tse - Resting
Li Ka Wai - KILLER
Wolfgang Lin - Ergets in Love 2

HUNGARY
Imre Kiss - Among the water drops
Imre Kiss - In the midst
Imre Kiss - Moss in backlight

INDIA
Ashok Kumar - Wasp Building Nest
Ashok Kumar - Bat Eating Fruit
Ashok Kumar - Yellow Wasp Nesting
Minral Sen - Blue Winged Siva 2
Minral Sen - Buzzard in Action 2
Minral Sen - Honors Love
Sujeet Mhatre - KILL
Sujeet Mhatre - NATIONAL BIRD
Sujeet Mhatre - LION MEATING
Sujeet Mhatre - MOOD
Vasudev H Masarakall - THE FIGHT

INDONESIA
Ajar Setadi - the big meal
Ajar Setadi - my sweet honey
Ajar Setadi - Planer Chameleon
Ajar Setadi - Fighting
Maria Adriani - RF Pelangi
Vincent Kohar - Damselfly-01
Vincent Kohar - Dragonfly-01
Vincent Kohar - Looking At Each Other
Vincent Kohar - Wet Mantis

ISRAEL
Menachem Sinai - A flower to my love
Menachem Sinai - big smile small smile

ITALY
Fausto Meini - Difesa del nido
Fausto Meini - Preso

MACAU
Sherman Cheang - How Are You
Sherman Cheang - Keep Warm

MALAYSIA
Graeme Guy - Angry Birds
Graeme Guy - Final Seconds
Loh Tuck Yeong - LOVING PAIR 2
Loh Tuck Yeong - HAPPY VALENTINE
Loh Tuck Yeong - BIG CATCH
Loh Tuck Yeong - EGG PROTECTOR 2

MALTA
Gottfried Catania - Meerkats on the Alert
Gottfried Catania - Chameleon and Snail

SCOTLAND
Ian Mitchell - Aviemore Red Squirrel
Ian Mitchell - Big Foot Mountain Hare
Ian Mitchell - Pine Marten on Prowl

SINGAPORE
Chin Leong Teo - Blue Insoluris 14
Lee Eng Tan - Steller Sea Eagle 14

SLOVENIA
Janez Papez - WHITE BEAST
Janz Papez - FOX
Peter Balantic - Fly
Peter Balantic - Fox on the hunt

SOUTH AFRICA
Francois Van Der Watt - Playing games
Francois Van Der Watt - Frog for breakfast
Francois Van Der Watt - Crocodile sushi
Leon Jacobs - Bein a virtue
Leon Jacobs - Leonand
Treurnicht Du Toit - Artistic Enviroment
Treurnicht Du Toit - Kingfisher Catch
Treurnicht Du Toit - Predicting Disaster
Treurnicht Du Toit - Rebuke
Willem Kruger - Leopard mom cub 1
Willem Kruger - Lioness cub breakfast
Willem Kruger - Elephant calf with mom
Willem Kruger - Leopard two teeth

SPAIN
Angel Benito Zapata - el pico
Angel Benito Zapata - rinosod

SRI LANKA
Heshan Peris - Auguries of Innocence
Heshan Peris - Kitten Combatants
Salon 2. Horizon Australian -- Salon 3 Shanhai Internataional China

Yuxu Chen - Woman wading through water
Zhaoqing Li - Watch shadow puppetry
Zhaoqing Li - Holy city in the snowfield
Zhengming Ding - Reflection of Golden Temple
Zhicai Ren - P uintang night
Zhiping Liu - Meridians changing
Zhiping Liu - Marionette
Zhiping Mo - Grand celebration
Zhizhou Jiang - Work at sunrise 4
Zuping Zhang - Posed
Zuping Zhang - People return in the snowstorm

ITALY
Hedva Roger - Cornucopia
Hedva Roger - Leather Processing Workshop
Menachem Saini - The Boss
Menachem Saini - The Village Elder

INDIA
Barbara Kuebler - Havana Neighborhood
Barbara Kuebler - Old Havana
Bob Chiu - Running horse show5
Donald Dedonato - Sicilian Horse and Cart
Donald Dedonato - Louvre Pyramids and Rain
Donald Dedonato - Trevi Fountain at Night
Donald Dedonato - View Across the Vltava River
Ken Murphy - Grand Tetons Old Barn
Lillian Roberts - Togo Middle School 01
Louise Xie - Three Generations
Ngocan To - Longli terraced field
Ngocan To - Terrace farming 2
Ngocan To - Working till dusk
Valentina Sokolskaia - Fortress of Europe Steps

VIETNAM
Hung Hoa Lu - Hon Yen Island, Phu Yen
Hunh Truong Ba - Bao ton dieu mua tranh thong
Hun Truong Ba - Hoa cuc mam xo i
Hun Truong Ba - Nghede dan tranh thong
Quang Vinh Dang - Happy 5
Quang Vinh Dang - To the finish line
Quang Vinh Dang - Mu nang que em

SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL SALON OPEN COLOR

AUSTRALIA
Andrew Swwinfield - Beguiling Billie
Ann Smallegange - Golden Stag Beetles
Ann Smallegange - Female Scarlet Percher
Bernd Stoff - Plateau Sunset
Bernd Stoff - Prague Misenka at Night
Brenda Jones - Abstract in blue
Cora Lea - Snowcliff pier at sunrise
Danny Dunne - Cracked Walls
Danny Dunne - Rodeo Kid
Danny Dunne - Snow Tube Riders
Felix Shipperberg - Barrel racer
Grace Bryant - Over Zealous
Graeme Watson - Ocean Surge
Hongyuan Li - Thrilling moment
Hongyuan Li - rise
Hongyuan Li - pass through
Jeffrey Venning - Elongated
Jennie Stock - Floating Trio
Jill Hancock - Snow blasted tree
Jill Hancock - Devils Marbles by starlight
John Jiang - roiler2
John Jiang - Wheelchair racing 24
Kerry Boytell - RACING WITH EAGLES
Kerry Boytell - PROPHET OF DOOM
Kym Houston - Going with the flow
Liping Cao - travelling in pictorial world
Martie Labuschagne - Water Flow 7574
Minlan Feng - magic
Paul Thompson - Liquid Gold
Paul Thompson - A Touch of Red
Rae Stanaway - Flying High
Rae Stanaway - Vineyard
Richard Li - Australian Museum
Roger Frost - Craigs hut after dark
Roger Frost - rural cottage remains
Sam Fernando - Boating in a lake
Sam Fernando - Butterfly on red white flowers
Sandy Mahon - Bay of Fires
Stephan Labuschagne - Avoiding the barrier 02069
Valerie Kleindienst - Giraffe and Baby
Valerie Kleindienst - Mostar Bridge Reflection
Weiji Lu - Rodeo2
Wendy Deng - MakingBeancurd Stick
Wendy Deng - Monk2
Wendy Deng - Workmen

AUSTRIA
Wolfgang Habringer - Ochsenkreuz 10
Wolfgang Habringer - Rousanous 03
Wolfgang Habringer - Schloss Orth 06

BANGLADESH
Protap Shekhbor Mohanto - Beauty of Light and Shade
Protap Shekhbor Mohanto - Life on Wheels
Sultan Ahmed Niloy - N Oil - Our Warriors
Sultan Ahmed Niloy - Add some more colors

BELGIUM
Eric Weytens - BLUE
Eric Weytens - MILK

BRAZIL
Marcia Marchetto - Red
Marcia Marchetto - Salvador Dali
Silvana Moreira - Leaves
Silvana Moreira - Curtain
Silvana Moreira - Magnolia

BULGARIA
Danlil Ye - Himba tribal li fe37
Nancy Lee - Learning to Cook L429
Nancy Lee - Yak Milk Celebration
Peter Lee - Life In Danger

CHINA
Ai Chen - Long kowtow
Ahua Wu - Mother And Child
Ahua Wu - Store of the Blacksmith
Ahua Wu - Dreaming
Anhong Liu - Have Storm in Life Too
Baige Li - The desert poetry
Banglun Sui - The fairyland-Mount Huang
Biao Zhou - Compete skills
Bin He - Prison 4
Bin He - Ballad of dream
Boquan Xie - Hover
Caiying Wang - Round haul net
Changlian Fang - Delight
Changshun Xie - See off
Changxue Xie - Food smell among rural kitchen
Changxue Xie - Leisurely life
Chengbo Sun - Autumn Rains
Chengbo Sun - Return home
Chengbo Sun - Dance
Chunhui Jiang - Me back then 1
Dazhou Wang - Sabah State Mosque
Fang Liu - Another side
Feng Li - Admire
Feng Li - Childlike innocence
Feng Li - Exam on the playground
Fengying Long - Fine view in Spokane34
Fugui Liang - morning grazing
Fuqiang Zou - Strive for supremacy
Fujiazhou Zou - Strive for supremacy
Gang Lei - Elis in the morning glow
Gang Wu - Happy Time
Gang Zhang - Galaxy SoHo
Gaochao Hong - Pray
Guanghui Chen - Beautiful encounter
Guanghui Chen - Umbrella craftsmen
Guangsheng Zhai - Red and Green
Guizhong Guo - Relieve the grief
Guoxin Xu - Distorted radish
Ke Han - Mountain stream
Ke Han - The blood moon
Ke Han - The goddess of the desert
Keren Zhang - Mutual help
Kuming Chen - Urge horses forward 2
Kuming Chen - Spring plough
Lin Xie - Galloping
Linji Song - Light of Nature and Technology - Asia's
Largest Luneng Golmud Salt Solution-type Solar Thermal Power Station
Lixin Wang - Play ball on street
Lixin Wang - The lunch of low income family
Lixin Wang - Gold Plating
Luping Shen - Egypt's small commodity market
Ma Enkai - Go back in the morning
Me Yu - Expecting
Ming Li - Wandering in fairyland
Ming Li - Dryling cloth
Ming Li - The outside world
Ming Li- Worry
Ming Li - Innocence
Ming Li - The land of faith
Ningta Yu - Entrance town
Ningta Yu - Morning glow on cherry blossoms
Peiwu Lin - Racing horse
Peiwu Lin - Lingle
Peiwu Lin - Lingle2
Pencheng Qu - spring blossoms
Pengfei Li - Whip the horse
Penglin Li - The wind shakes the barley
Ping Dai - guard
Ping Dai - life3
Ping Fang - A man with a suitcase on his head
Ping Liu - Horse herding map
Ping xu - Red huts of Budhha country
Ping xu - dazzling lusheh dance
Ping xu - Golden intetidal zone
Qhupa Sun - A Running Horse in the Sun
Qiyuan Zhu - Imprison
Quan lu - The streets of town
Shao Qiong Bian - Spring morning
Shao Qiong Bian - Impression of huizhou
Shao Qiong Bian - Light rain
Shaoning Liu - Autumn scenery of Henuo
Shaoyi Zheng - Quiver Trees under starry sky
Shaoyi Zheng - The roundest village 1
Sheng Dong - RED
Shengli Han - 雪花飘落爱01
Shengli Han - 雪花飘落爱04
Shengshu Zhu - Soar into the sky
Shijia Ni - Spectacular
Shixian Han - Have a matterit's good to have an umbrella
Shuying Li - The rhythm of the dance
Sisong Yang - Melody 3
Suqin Wang - playmate
Suyan Niu - landscape2
Tong Hu - Goden Bathing
Tong Hu - Idyllic light
Wei Fan - Fishing village in misty
Weidong Liu - gain
Weihua Lu - After rain
Weihua Lu - Sit idle and enjoy
Weijie Liang - The beauty over the river
Weimin Qi - Autumn scenery
Weining Lin - Oriental Ruby
Weining Lin - Kungfu
Weining Lin - Eat
Weiping Chen - Homeland
Weiping Chen - Desire
Weiping Chen - Galloping horses
Weiping Chen - Little boy among women
Wen Lu - China Beijing opera2
Wenbing Yao - Iron flower
Wenwei Wang - Dancing prayer flags
Wenxin Xu - Dancing in the desert
Wenxin Xu - Dream like porcelain1
Wenxing Zhao - Taiji elderly woman
Xiao Long Huang - Century Lighthouse (百年灯塔)
Xiao Long Huang - Egret dance (白鹭舞曲)
Xiaohua Su - The pine forest temple
Xianquan Hou - Jinkou Great Wall majestic
Xianquan Hou - Water town in Dream
Xiaohua Zhang - Handicraft
Xiaohua Zhang - Eyes
Xiaolin Luo - dance
Xiaolin Luo - qi dance
Xiaoping Mao - Fiore battle
Xiaowen Lin - The Shepherdess
Xiong Xiao - Unbearable
Xiping An - Bask crops
Xufeng Zhao - Dance
Xufeng Zhao - Pipa
Xufeng Zhao - Our whole life
Xufeng Zhao - Rural primary school
Xuiping Chau - Flamingos in Salt Lake
Xuiping Chau - Present
Xuefen Xu - See a new world
Xuzhong Liu - Inseparable
Yang Fang - Dragon 1
Yang Fang - Dragon 3
Yanfeng Wang - night piece
Yanfeng Wang - Red valley
Yang Luo - Chinese food
Yaoxiaodai Baiyi - Holiday dress
Yaping Ma - A small village
Yaping Ma - Elfin in dim night
Yaping Ma - Roating
Yelong Cui - Colorful fish farm
Yelong Cui - The hometofset of fishermen
Yelong Cui - Turkish autumn charm
Yi Hu - A Buddhist Ceremony in Tibet
Yi Hu - The Wonderland Under the Clouds
Yiming Yang - Tuja winet
Yin Tang - celler
Yin Tang - in tune
Yin Tang - market
Yin Tang - on the way to the market
Ying Chen - Dragon dance
Yinxian Hao - Charm
Yongxing Nie - Song of the heart
Youwei Weng - Endless mountain roads
Yu Pan - 21 Hamlets
Yu Pan - Inside out
Yudong Shi - The ice and snow world of Sailimu Lake
Yuhua Zhang - Taohua Pand in the Mist
Yulin Zhang - In crowds
Yusheng Wang - Throw a net
Yue Chen - Share the household
Yue Chen - Hardly able to part
Zakun Wang - Love
Zhaoxin Sun - Galloping horses
Zhaoqing Li - Great migration
Zhaoqing Li - Night of Seda
Zhengming Ding - Red wine festival
Zhi Xu - Forest Nymph
Zhi Xu - The family
Zhiqiang Wu - Snow mountain
Zhiqiang Wu - The Great Wall years
Zhiqiang Wu - Wind and cloud on the Great Wall
Zhiping Liu - Mountain village in Foggy
Zhiping Liu - Pastoral
Zhiping Mo - Man In The Mountains
Zhiqiang Pan - Aerobic flight
Zhiqiang Pan - Foggy village
Zhiqiang Pan - Pagoda at sunset
Zhiqiang Pan - Under snow mount
Zhizhou Jiang - Pastoral on the snowfield
Zhizhou Jiang - Traditional way of oil extraction
Zhiyou Li - Ceramics firing
Zhoufan Cui - The path on golden beach
Zhoufan Cui - Blonde hair and blue eyes
Zhoufan Cui - Hair and blue eyes
Zuping Zhang - Serenity
ZHOBIA
Amy Jiaz - Always in the same place
Amy Jiaz - Tradition
ZIME REPUBLIC
Jiri Koci - Abilities
Jiri Koci - Architecture 3
ENGLAND
Trevor Woods - Bridge over Troubled World 1448
Trevor Woods - Dawn Light 6136
Trevor Woods - Face of Britain 1842
FINLAND
Jarmo Maki - Movie time
FRANCE
Bruno Scheibel - Oeil de beoue
Guy B Samoyault - Derniers efforts
Guy B Samoyault - Laguna Colorada
Guy B Samoyault - Concentrating hard
Samil Coban - Fanny
Samil Coban - Acrobatics
GERMANY
Alexander Hochhaus - Alleyway
Alexander Hochhaus - Clouded
Alexander Hochhaus - Dream of Liberty
Alexander Hochhaus - Shoetime
Barbara Schmidt - Civilisation 01
Gerhard Boehm - Sprint 2016
Gerhard Boehm - Sprint 9
Gunter Buesching - Ausweg
Gunter Buesching - Nadi 10
Gunter Riehe - razorbill portrait 4
Gunter Riehe - gang of two 1
Gunter Riehe - emperor penguin troop pano 7
GREECE
Mytilinos Georgios - THE SPIRIT MAN
Mytilinos Georgios - REFUGE
Vasilis Kazepidis - Pair in love in Paris
HONG KONG
Andy Cheung - elves1
Andy Cheung - race (3)
Chi Fun Fanny Ng - Branching Out
Ching Ching Chan - A Tribal Woman Nursing
Ching Ching Chan - Struggle for Own Space
Ching Ching Chan - The Goat Lady
Ching Ching Chan - The Lost Childhood
Edward Wong - Nude Yogo022
Edward Wong - Nude Yogo093
Edward Wong - Splash_Girl_24
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Thaibox 458
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Flash Building
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Wu Nam 587
Kwok Kei Daniel Tse - Dacing 603
Li Ka Wai - GLAMOUS
Li Ka Wai - FEELING
Wolfgang Lin - Foggy Night 2
Wolfgang Lin - Fireworks 28
Wolfgang Lin - Presences of Strength 5
Yiu Wah Wong - Orient 203G